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iINTRODUCTION
The attempt of this thesis is signified by its title,
FRENCH SECONDARY EDUCATION SINCE THE V/ORLD WAR. The study
was undertaken at the suggestion of Professor Jesse B.
Davis, of the School of Education, Boston University. It
is the purpose of the writer to show to just what extent
French secondary education has changed since the World War;
what the reasons for these changes have been, and what the
trend of future development will follow. Necessarily there must
be some references to periods prior to 1919, but an endeavor
will be made to make subservient all material not pertinent.
The writer has been a student of French for a number
of years and along with his teaching of the subject in
secondary schools has developed an interest in French
secondary education. A meagre understanding of French people,
their hopes and aspirations was obtained by a short visit to
Paris and its environs in the summer of 1929, but unfortunately
the time was not right for visiting schools. Thus the informa-
tion herein put forward must necessarily be of a second-hand
nature, gained through reading rather than through a personal
contact — which makes one more free to speak authoritatively.
The nature of the study, then, has been through the
medium of English and French writing available in this country.
Many books on French education prior to the War were published,
both in French and in English. Since that time little has
appeared in English, but the amount published recently in French
has been of great value.
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In order to lay a foundation for the study, the fol-
lowing so\irces were used:
a) Magazine articles written in the French language;
b) Magazine articles in English;
c) Reference material found in Lawrence Hall, School of
Education, Harvard University;
d) Books of historical value, both in French and in
English, in the Boston Public Library;
e) Personal property dealing with the subject loaned
by Professor Davis;
f ) Articles secured from the Secretariat of the League
of Nations in 1929;
g) Frequent discussions with ray former French teachers
and professors who have kept in constant touch with the prob-
lems of French education.
The writer wishes to express his appreciation to
Professor Jesse B. Davis of the School of Education for his
helpful suggestions when a subject was being chosen, for
criticizing the outline, helping with the bibliography, and
furnishing material dealing with the subject.
The writer also wishes to thank Dr. J. F, Abel, Asso-
ciate Specialist of Foreign Education, for sending a bibli-
ogrphy on French Secondary Education Issued by the Bureau of
Education, March 21, 1929, and for his ovm article entitled:
"A Study of the Requirements for the Degrees of
Bachelier, Licence-in-Letters , and Aggregation Granted by
Secondary Schools and Universities in France."
The writer has taken the liberty of reproducing this
monograph in APPENDIX B and has made frequent references to
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its contents throiighout the thesis.
APPENDIX A, a translation of an oration delivered
at an alumni banquet at Lycee Michelet, February 3rd, 1927,
has been added to the thesis as presenting a typical picture
of the ljo6e. References have also been made to it at various
points in the thesis proper.
To his former teacher and friend. Miss Margaret F. Berton,
the writer is greatly indebted for suggestions and helpful
criticisms of the translations of articles occurring in
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION REVIEW, Vols. I, II, & III, 1931/32.
These articles appear in the follov/ing chapters:
Chapter V: REFORMS SINCE THE V/ORLD WAR
Chapter VIII: SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GIRLS
Chapter X: THE FRENCH SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHER
Chapter XII: PRESENT PHILOSOPHY OF FRENCH EDUCATION
It seemed best to translate these articles inasmuch as the
resumes of the articles, given in English, seemed so inadequate.
Translation revealed, in some instances, that the resume was
not only incomplete, but not exactly what the article said.
Perhaps a resume of the articles as translated by the
writer v/ould have been sufficient, but it is his contention
that "esprit francais" which he has tried to preserve would have
been lost. Cognizant of the difficulties in presenting a trans-
lation which approximates English, the writer has tried to
explain in terms of our own educational terminology the French
secondary system of education.

CHAPTER I
-THE EFFECT OF THE WORLD WAR UPON FRENCH EDUCATION
t
2THE EFFECT OF THE WORLD V/AR ON FRENCH SECONDARY EDUCATION
No strong nationalist patriot has ever read the story.
La Derniere Class, without feeling the emotions of that
teacher as he taught his "last class". Never again were
the children of Alsace-Lorraine to speak French officially.
German was to be the spoken language of the classroom, the
spoken language of the new German provinces. The French in
these "stolen provinces" were to lose their identity as
Frenchmen and "become Germans, at least that was the intention
of the conquerer.
Despite her well directed efforts, Germany was not
successful. The people of Alsace-Lorraine refused to be
assimilated. Although German became the official language,
every French child was taught his native tongue in spite of
the penalties impending for those parents who were found out.
Thus even the spread of forty-eight years found the people of
Alsace-Lorraine still French and at the peace treaty of
Versailles they 7/ere happy to be restored to la belle France
once more.
What a difference of feeling at the end of the World War
in 1918 as compared with that in 1870. "The War (the V.'orld
War) ended for France with a feeling of complete victory after
serious danger. Although France had shown the moral pov/er of
withstanding a terrible blow, it seemed wise for the future
to anchor French education still more in French traditions;
to unify and vitalize the energies which Romance culture can
give; and to exclude Germanic elements from French history,
literature and spiritual life at large; in a word, to make
France appear the immediate heir, the custodian, and transmitter
#
3of classical civilizations. In order to identify classical
and French culture, it became necessary to draw a sharp line
between primary education which was to prepare for practical
life, and secondary education, which should give an insight
into the Graeco-Roman civilization."
At the close of the disaster of 1870, France did not lay
the blame of her inability to cope with Germany upon the govern-
ment then in power, but upon her educational system. Thus it
was that the government took a more active part in education
than ever before. Now at the close of the V/orld War, exultant
in victory, she felt the urge to raise French culture to a
higher level. "The Great V/ar not only helped to bring to a
focus all the questions that education was to solve, but conduced
to a clearer recognition of the meaning of democracy, of human
worth and of nationalism, and, if with less clarity and precision
perhaps, has added another question, that of the relations of
nations to each other. "^
Immediately after the V/ar, Germany began to make changes
in her educational system, England was talking about it, and
the United States had been making changes even during the War,
In fact, the United States was noted for a "science of educa-
tion." French pride would not allov/ her to permit her educa-
tional system to stand still. "The catastrophe of the World
War everywhere directed criticism against the traditional
culture imparted in secondary schools."^
1. Fritz Kellermann, "The Effect of the World War on European
Education", Harvard Bulletins in Education, Number XIIT.
2. A definition of the terms Primary and Secondary schools as
applying to the French system will be taken up in detail in
Chapter II. The influence of Graeco-Roman civilization is dis-
cussed in Chapter XII.
3. Isaac L. Kandel, "The Reform of Secondary Education in
France," p. 1, Introduction,
•
4"No race or nation has yet freed itself from this tendency
to exalt or idealize itself".''" France is no exception in
this respect and the cry for a reform soon followed those
of criticism. Her educational system must continue to be
recognized*
1. V/. L, Thomas: Sex and Society, "The Mind of Woman and the
Lower Races".
#•
CHAPTER II
OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS TO BE CONFRONTED

OUTSTANDING PROBLEMS TO BE CONFRONTED
6
A study of French secondary education reveals a dualism.
This dualism tends to confuse the system in the mind of the
reader unless some explanation of terras is given. The schools
that we call here in America, "primary schools", are the
elementary schools" and "preparatory sections" of the schools
of France. These "elementary schools" and "preparatory sections"
are attended from the ages of five or six until the age of
eleven.
The secondary schools as we think of them again present
a dualism: the Primary Schools and the Secondary Schools.
The primary schools educate for life and those who attend them
are not expected to pursue higher education. These schools
are free and are for those who cannot afford to pay for an
education. The only higher education which is free is offered
by the Primary Superior Instruction. The secondary schools are
for the elite—defined in terms of those who can afford to pay
for their education. These schools prepare one for the
BACCALAUREAT, which is a diploma admitting one to the Universi-
ties and Liberal Arts Colleges.
The Lyc^e is the school for secondary education run by
the state and demands tuition fees. The College which must
not be confused with the American college— is another branch of
secondary instruction paid for by the municipalities, but under
state control. The instruction is not considered on a par with
the Lycee and until recent times has been the only public secondary
school which girls have attended.

7Education of the adolescent is the problem which
over-shadows all others; it is a problem which at times
has seemed insurmountable. As long as secondary education
was available only to the ^lite, the problem in France was
simple; but now that France is trying to put the theory of
democracy into practice, for her "the important question is
v/hether after one hundred and forty years since their
proclamation, the principles of democracy will be translated
into practice and particularly in the national system of
education. ""^
We have already explained who the ^lite are, ^"Hiat is to
become of those who are properly endowed for a higher education
but are not counted among the ^lite? That is the problem, and
these young people who are mentally, but not financially endowed
are the ones who have directly or indirectly instigated the
recent reforms in French education.
In his book, "The Reform of Secondary Education in France",
Dr. Kandel lists the following problems as outstanding:
"The catastrophe of the World War everywhere directed
criticism against the traditional culture imparted in the
secondary school. In recognizing the necessity for reform,
France as well as other nations was confronted with these
questions:
"At what age should secondary education begin?
"How should elementary and secondary education be
articulated?
"Should there be only one school as in the United
States or two schools as in France, or should there be several
schools as in Germany, or substitutes as in England?
1, Isaac L. Kandel, "The Reform of Secondary Education in
France", Introduction, p. 4.
€
8"Should secondary education be only for the
€lite?
"Can there he an excess of secondary education?
"If for all, shall all pupils remain the same
length of time, or should there be a convenient break in the
organization?
"should schools be general or partly general,
vocational or partly vocational?
"7/hat is the place of:
1. Character education;
2. Social activities;
3. Training for citizenship?
"V/hat should be the relation of secondary to higher
education?
France has felt herself able to study these problems and
to go about solving them. Reform was inevitable and after
three years of serious investigation (1920-23), France, by its
decree of May 3rd, 1923, attempted to find a solution for most
of these questions."^
1. In Chapter V, in the writer's translation of "Ecole Unique"
by M, Lacrois, we find that many of these problems are still
unsolved; but that attempts are being made to solve them.

CHAPTER III
FRENCH TRADITION AND 'HIE OLD REGIME

FRENCH TRADITION AND THE OLD REGIME
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The tradition of secondary education in France takes its
beginning from the distant past. It can easily be traced back
to the mediaeval imiver sities from which it obtains its present
system of baccalaureates, licences, doctorates and agr^gations
"Renaissance humanism of the sixteenth century and the teaching
orders of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries (Jesuits,
Oratorians, et cetera) have left a marked imprint on this
tradition."^
The French have justifiably taken pride in their secondary
education. Recognizing that it has been a system founded for
and conducted by the elite of the nation, it has probably been,
even in its early days, as thorough as that of any nation.
Although the scope of the French boy's education has been
narrow, nevertheless, it has been thorough to the extreme. There
has ever been the desire, first and foremost on the part of the
teacher, that the pupil know his mother tongue. To this end he
is everlastingly drilled in the study of his language. He is
constantly writing and speaking his mother tongue. The emphasis
on the classics as the foundation of French culture became deep-
rooted in the schools of Richelieu at Tours, of the Port Royal-
ists, and of the Oratorians.*^
Even in the eighteenth century there vms criticism of the
over-emphasis placed on the classics. At that time we find the
1. For a clear understanding of these terms consult APPENDIX II,
pp. 1, 5, 7, & 8.
2. Isaac L. Kandel, "Education Yearbook of the International
Institute of Teachers College, p. 235.
3. In Chap. XII: PRESENT PHILOSOPHY OF FRENCH EDUCATION, v;e find
in the writer's translation of "La Philosophic de 1 'Education
Frangaise" by Jean Delvolve a rather complete resume of the Port
Royalists and the Oratorians.
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influence of Descarte showing itself. He urged that Latin
should be treated as a dead language and that more emphasis
be placed on the French language, geography, and history.
Other reformers wrote on the necessity of reform, but
although promises were made, little change took place. A
definite plan of reform and methods of attack seemed to be
lacking.
During the period of the Revolution, the reformers took on
a different aspect; they no longer lacked projects and plans
which were to serve as a basis of action.
Private education has played a very strong part in the
French tradition. As in other countries, the private schools
furnished initiative and in the early days were the only
secondary schools.
No real organization, other than that of the Church, was
in effect, however, until the coming of Napoleon, In his re-
construction of the Church and the State, he also brought Educa-
tion under the national system. This national system is still
in operation today.
"Secondary education has been overhauled by the French
Parliament and readjusted about once every ten years during the
nineteenth centxary and the World ?/ar of 1914 was the only cause
which postponed a revision of the system established in 1902. ""^
One question that arises at this point is, will France
continue under the old regime or will democracy actually come to
its own and overthrov; the traditional centralized control? There
are those who believe a new regime is in the offing.
1. Isaac L, Kandel, Op. Cit, p, 7;
t
CHAPTER IV
THE SYSTEM OF 1902

THE SYSTEK OF 1902
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The system of 1902 had been under way only ten years
when it was severely criticized. Among those most prominent
criticisms were: There is a decline in the French language;
pupils no longer write v/ith the grace and ease possessed prior
to the reform. We have departed from the standards of the
purists; certainly no good will come of this. Too many foreign
words are creeping into the language v/ithout being assimilated.
The barbarisms which are being introduced affect originality,
French literary expression is being tainted by slang, dialectical
peculiarities, professional and scientific terms. It was also
charged that secondary schools had become mere diploma factories
and that the attempt to cover ancient and modern subjects was of
little educational value due to the cramming necessary for ex-
aminations ,
The upshot of these discussions was that a "strong body of
opinion in favour of a return to the classical humanities was
the best basis for developing taste, judgment, and appreciation
of French culture. The reform of 1902 had been, in the eyes
of French educators, a compromise and if all the criticisms were
justified, the Reform failed because it permitted courses with-
out the classics,
V/e may further add that a criticism of the teaching methods
came in for their share of criticism. Students were not being
fitted for life in any practical way. Foreign languages as
taught by the direct method v/ere successful as far as the
1. Isaac L, Kandel, Op. Git,, p, 11.
c0
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mastery of the Ismguage was concerned, but this method did
not lead pupils to an appreciation of foreign cultures and
their civilization. Practical subjects and the sciences were
not taught in the same manner as the classics and modern
languages, but in such a manner that they were boorish and
academic and failed to meet present demands. (Such criticisms
sound familiar and we recognize in them the everyday topics
under discussion by the college or university undergraduate as
well as our leading educators.)
One group wanted all students prepared for economics and
the competitions involved at the close of the War. Others wanted
more emphasis placed on geography and history as ground work for
the prevention of another v;orld-v;ide catastrophe. "The real issue
appeared to centre in France as elsewhere around a satisfactory
conception of general education.""^ Taking the situation as a whole
the majority of educationists--whom we must remember are of the
^lite
—
presented an opinion favoring the retention of secondary
school education for the 6lite. G?hus in a measure we have the
problems confronting the State in its endeavor to inaugurate a
reform which would alleviate the ills of the System of 1902,
1, Isaac L. Kandel, Op. Git., p. 11.
m
CHAPTER V
REFORMS SINCE THE WORLD WAR
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REFORMS SINCE THE WORLD WAR
The B^rard Reform
16
In 1921, a oornplete reform of the French educational
system was undertaken by M, L^on B^rard -- who had been
Minister of Public Instruction in the cabinet of M. Georges
Clemenceau in 1919,
Monsieur B§rard believed that "the chief defect of the
present system is undoubtedly the fact that the true aim of
secondary education has been overlooked,""''
B^rard considered his problem to correct the weaknesses
in the system of 1902, the most serious of which were premature
specialization and the existence of options for pupils too
young to make a choice. Literary and scientific education had
been set over against one another instead of being blended.
There must be more transfer of training; there must be better
articulation.
The problem was attacked by first sending a questionnaire
to the Higher Council. The following questions were among
those prominent:
1. Is it desirable that the "system of cycles" be
abolished?
2. Shall a common course of three years be established
with Latin from the beginning and Greek in the third year?
3. Shall the fourth year be divided into courses, (1)
a classical course divided into (a) Latin with Greek and (b)
Latin with scientific sections, (2) a modern course?
4. Shall different sanctions be established for the two
1, Isaac L. Kandel, Op. Cit. p, 7,
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courses?
5. Shall the number of class periods per week be reduced?
6. Is it advisable to inaugurate a reform in secondary
education for girls at the same time?
The reaction of the Council was most interesting. It
favoured:
1. Two courses, classical and modern.
2. Latin in the modern course.
3. Equal recognition of both courses.
4. Reform for secondary education for girls at the
same time.
The Council also went on record as being opposed to early
specialization.
In the controversy and discussions which followed, M.
F&vlI Appell, Recteur of the Sorbonne came out emphatically for
three ideals:
1. Secondary education is intended for the elite.
2. It is the aim of secondary education to train
the individual in reflection and to develop, rather than fill,
the mind.
3. The question of democracy arises on the entrance
to, not within, the school.
The meeting of Parliament, June 1922, found itself given
over entirely to discussion of the Berard reform. So heated
was the debate that most of the entire session of that month
was consumed with the Reform.
In January 1923, the Higher Council took the matter under
advisement and the reform was further amplified. The Council
reported the following findings:
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(1) "The system of 1902 was weak in offering a number
of options that were not justifiable in point of content nor
at a time when pupils were called upon to make their choices,"
(2) "The system attempted to serve tv/o objects:
(a) To train an aristocracy of intellect,
(b) To prepare for practical career of life,
(3) "The true end of a liberal education is to leave
with the pupil a desire and a means to live intellectually
throughout his life,
(4) "Secondary Education must provide a means whereby an
elite can emerge and pupils of exceptional ability can be selected.
(5) The reform demands the retxirn to the traditional
culture of the French nation, redress of existing social in-
justices by better articulation and coordination, and an ex-
tension of the system of scholarships.
By a vote 307-216, the Chamber of Deputies expressed it-
self in support of the reform, which had previously been decreed
by the President Briand, May 23, 1923, to go into effect in
October, 1923,
Just what the Berard Reform proposed to do in the matter
of curriculum is summed up rather concisely in the following
statement by Isaac L, Kandel:
"Accordingly he (Monsieur Leon Berard) proposed to
abolish the system of 1902, and to put in its place a new system
which would require four years of compulsory Latin and two years
of compulsory Greek, followed by two optional courses, classical
or modern, in the next tiio years, and finishing with specializa-
tion for one year in philosophy or mathematics."!
1. Isaac L, Kandel, Op. Git. P. 7,
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Organization of the New System of Secondary Education for Boys
Second Part of the Baccalaureat
Glasse de Phllosophie Classe de Mathematlques
Age
18
17 First Part of the Baccalaureat
Latin and Modern Classical Course Modern Languages
Languages and Science
16 Premiere Premiere • Premiere
( Entrants
15 Seconde Seconde Seconde ( from higher
( elementary
(& technical
( schools
Certificat d 'Etudes Classique
14
13 Greek begun
11 Latin begun
Troisieme
Quatri^me
Cinquieme
Sixi^me
) special courses
) in Latin for
) late entrants
Preparatory Sections Elementary Schools
THE REVISION OF FRANCOIS ALBERT 20
But fate had sealed the doom of the Berard Reform despite
the care with which it was planned and the consideration given
it by the Parliament and Higher Council. The opposition to com-
pulsory Latin and Greek was successful when political upheaval
found Berard removed from office and by a decree of August, 1924,
M. Francois Albert was appointed his successor, Albert immediately
repealed the requirement making Latin and Greek compulsory and
restored the modern language option. This revision went into
effect, beginning with the academic year in October, 1924. The
revision was carried through with the hope that pupils not able
to succeed in the classical studies, but otherwise promising,
might not be denied the opportunity of becoming leaders in other
walks equally essential to the well-being of France.
Thus fundamentally the classical effects of the Berard
Reform were not given time to make themselves felt. Other
measure of the Reform, however, remained unchanged.
The chart on page 19 gives a comprehensive idea of the ages
at which the study of Greek and Latin are begun.
THE REFCRM OF 1925
The value of the Reform of 1925 lay in the final decision
in regard to the choice of classical or modern languages.
P/hen one has once chosen the modern course or the classical
course, his curriculum is balanced with literature, history,
geography, mathematics, sciences, et altera. In order to promote
the equivalence between courses, an attempt was made to bring
the pupils of the two sections together in the same classes.
This idea met the opposition of the teachers, however;
1. Isaac L. Kandel, "The Reform of Secondary Education in France,"
chart, p. 26.
2. Cf . APPENDIX B, par. 3, p. 1, & p. 2 ff
.
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they claimed that pupils with different backgrounds needed
different methods of instruction. Thus the proposal was
withdrawn in 1928.
CHANGES SINCE 1925
1925 witnessed a desire in favor of a complete reorganiza-
tion of the school system into four levels: "(1) a common
elementary education (ages six to twelve); (2) a lov/er secondary
level of four years (ages twelve to sixteen); (3) a higher
secondary level (ages sixteen to nineteen); and (4) a higher
level in universities, technical institutes, and similar centers.
Since 1925 common education for all children up to the ages
of eleven and twelve has been adopted. This change is a step to-
ward democracy. A common scholarship examination for all pupils
who wish to enter higher primary or secondary schools has been in
augurated,
A definite effort has been made to make French education
truly democratic by doing away completely with tuition fees.
Because pupils in the higher elementary and technical schools
are free pupils, parents of pupils in the secondary schools
protested against the paying of fees. Thus in 1928 the govern-
ment abolished fees in the cosmopolitan schools and this protest
was soon followed by parents who had children in the colleges.
In 1929 these fees were abolished. This situation seemed unfair
to those attending the secondary schools and the government set
out to make amends by declaring in 1930 that all fees for
secondary education would be abolished beginning that year with
lowest class, la sixieme classe, and advancing upwardly year
1. Isaac L. Kandel, "History of Secondary Education", P. 222
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YFrench Secondary Schools (Boys)
Time -Schedule, June 5, 1925
Sixi^mel Ciiiquieme Quatri^me Troisieme Seconde Premier^
A B B A B A B A B A A" IB
4 7 4 7 3 7 4 7 3 5 5 3
b b co 4 A4 4 4
3 3 4 4
2 2( 2 2( 2( 2-^ 2r 2^ 2(" 2( ^2(^ 2(
(1 (1 (1 i-i a (- (4
1 1( 1 K 1 1( 1 1 K K /K i(
Modern Languages .4 5 4 5 3 7 3 7 2 4 8 2 4 8
2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4
Natural Sciences 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
Physics and
Chemistry. ..*•.. . 4 4 4^
Art •••••«*•«•*«•
'
--^
1
2 i L2 i i2 12 12 12
20 20 20 20 22 22
j
i
j]22 22 25 25 25 ' 25i- 25 25
Classe de
|
Philosophic , Mathematiques
8| 3
«52
2
2 2
3 4i
2 2
2^
23 24^ 1
Isaac L. Kandel, "History of Secondary iiducation". Chart, pp. 216-17
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by year, until all grades throughout the secondary schools
should be free. With this abolition has come a very fair
restriction; a scholarship standard is maintained in the
secondary schools so that a pupil who fails to reach the mark
must either drop out or pay tuition.
The chart on page 22 is almost self-explanatory. Three
explanations, however, may be of value: Sixierae, Cinquieme, etc,
denote advancing classes though in name they run in descending
order. Premiere being the last class before selecting the major
of either "philosophie" or "mathematiques"; section A is the
modern language course with Greek and Latin, A' is the modern
language course with Latin and no Greek, section B is the
mathematic -science course in which neither Latin nor Greek are
studied; at the age of seventeen, after the first part of the
Baccalaureate has been taken one may choose his major,^
France is on her way toward democracy in Education, She
hopes to achieve this democracy through the Centralized School
(Ecole Unique). The thirty pages which follow are a translation
by the author of a treatise entitled, "Le Problem de L 'Ecole
Unique" by Maurice Lacrois (Paris). This treatise is most recent
and it is the author's belief that it expresses the present trends
in French secondary education.
1. Of. APPENDIX B, pp. 3, 4.
m
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THE PROBLEM OF THE "ECOLE UNIQUE" IN FRANCE
By M. Lacrois, Paris
The name of the "ecole unique" is one of the names which fre-
quently is heard in France in party disputes. Seme see in this reform
(the reform of 1923) a panacea: It is destined to bring about both the
entrance of the more gifted people into the entire educational ^stem,
and a reconstruction of the methods of education. Others consider the
"ecole \mique" as an abomination of desolation: it will end in the con-
fiscation of tbe children by the state, in the suppressiou of all
liberties et cetera.
Behind these convenient affirmations, let us seek to find realil^.
Too often, whether one approves or blames, one pronounces the words
"ecole unique" without having properly defined the meaning. And irarely
perhaps has a definition been more necessary.
What is, in fact, this term that one is trying to introduce? Is it
a question of abolishing the dualism of the public school and the private
school, and does the freedom of education find itself threatened? The
most notable defenders of the refom have affirmed the contrary many
times. It remains then, that the term is obscure, ambiguous, and badly
chosen.
But it has taken, in the language of French politics, a significance
which is very sinqple and very clear. It eatresses the aspiration—very
legitimate in a democracy—of all the men who wish to tear down the
barrier of money by which children are separated into two groups: in the
one, those who, being able to "poy are permitted ipso facto to receive
secondary and higher education; in the other, those who, not being able,
must (with certain exceptions) content themselves with primary instruction.
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It is this idea which brought about the popular i-ty of the "ecole
unique", and interest in this xoatter has been aroused neither for
conflict between the official education nor for free education, nor for
a choice between the different methods of education. But according to
their personal teia^erasient as according to the tenets of the political
system which each one professes, the French tend to gire or refuse their
support to a social reform which evidently seeks inspiration in the same
principles and rests on the same bases as the democracy itself*
To take away at the threshold of the school all pririleges of money,
to acknowledge theoretically and assure practically to all social classes
the same right to education, isn't that a fascinating task for democrats?
The term, "ecole unique" does not inmediately convey the idea of this task,
and that is the reason which fully justifies the reservations formulated
in regard to this expression* Uonsieur Edward Daladier declared one day
that he preferred the one "ecole egale" (the equal school); the league of
the Young-Republic speaks of "the democratic reform of education". These
are, evidently, some clearer expressions. But words are, after all, of
little value and the essential thing is to understand tiie meaning that is
given them* The aim of the reform being thus sumoarised, by what meeuis
is it to be realised? Herein appears all the complexity of the problem.
Let us believe, in fact, that education in France is by no means
organized in a systentfitic and coherent fashion. The presmit regime was
not created from a block, and placed on a smooth table; it formed itself
little by little, piece by piece, by time-honored tradition. In order to
uziderstand exactly some of the numerous and delicate questions which reform
such as the one which is projected gives rise to it is necessary to examine
first of all the present situation.
We recognize a first dualism: there are state schools, and there are
free schools. The rules of one are naturally very different from those of
€
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the others. It is not however, on this point that I wish to dwell at
this moment. The "ecole unique", such as it is generally conceived,
appears essentially as a treuisformation within public education. That
it may have some reactions on free education, that it may be difficult
to reform the former without paying attention to the latter is very much
in evidence, and we shall have to ret\irn to it in the second part of this
article. But it is fitting to classify the difficulties in order to study
them sucoessfully. If we were to consider everything at one tiioe, we
should not arrive at a clear conception. Let us attempt, therefore, first
of all to define the present organization of the public school.
There also we find an astonishiiag lack of unity and coordination
which shows itself in another dualism. On the one hand, education which
the individual pays for; secondeiry and "superior" education; on the
other, education whieh is free, primary education. And it is not a question
at all, in this instance, a distinction which corresponds to the age of the
children. Each of the two types of education constitutes a complete cycle
with its three degree diplomas^.
Free Education: for the first "degre", 1* ecole primaire elementaire
(primary elementary school); for the second "degre", I'eoole primaire
superieure (superior primary school), supplemented by the normal school of
teachers for the third degree, the superior normal schools of Saint-Cloud
and Fontenay-aux-Roses.
Paid education: for the first degree, primary and elementary classes
in secondary fundamentals (foundation for the classics), for the second
degree, the lycee or college; for the third degree, "les Facultes" and
"grande ecoles."**
1. "Degr^" must not be confused with our term "Degree". As the French
student advances in year he receives diplomas at the completion of so many
years of successful work. Thus at the ages of ten, fourteen, and eighteen
the various diplomas are received.
2. Faculte corresponds to our college*
3» Higher Institutions of learning.
1
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These are, then, two separate groups, each of which has developed
in its ovm way and which have remained for a long time entirely isolated
from each other*
It is easy to see that suoh an organisation (divided as this is)
is not in harmony with the conceptions of modem demooraoy. It is more
suited to a political and social regime founded on the distinction of two
classes} the governing and the governed.
A century ago, it was this distinction which was the basis of French
public life. The former absolute monarchy, based on an hereditary
aristocracy, had given way to a constitutional and parliamentary monarchy.
But the representative regime was not organized in a democratic fashion.
Eligibility and even the electorate were subordinated rank. One of the
essential characteristics of o\xr history during the last century has been
precisely the effort of democracy to free itself from plutocratic guardian-
ship. The most outstanding instance of success, the one that was for her
(democracy) the symbol and the arm of victory, was the substitution of
universal suffrage for sviffrage according to rating*
Each citizen possesses within himself a part of the natiooial sover-
eignty. Is it henceforth possible to leave in ignorance such and such a
social class, to reserve for one part of the coimtry the benefit of
education? Ho, absolxxtely no. Already under the old regime, some great
efforts had been made, not by the State, but by the Church, in order to
diffuse among the masses of people a minimum of education. To the reasons,
of general and human order, which had inspired this effort, a supplementary
motive was adding itself. The Third Republic proclaimed the obligation of
education and the free gift of primary instruction.
But that evidently cannot suffice, and the rating character of the
organization thus realized cannot fail to come to light. On the one side,
we find the old ruling classes ("classes dirigeantes") , in such a system, with
tf
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the pririlege of liberal education hy secondary and "supariexir" instruction;
on the other side, the "governed" formerly received only Mie less thorough
education for which they will have need in daily life, but they remain
excluded fr<Hn the realm of culture*
Democracy was destined, therefore, to have felt something wrong in
that B.nd to have tried to find a remedy. Prom this the attempts which
came to light even before the War, in a certain number of measures were
placed upon the bureau of the Chambre*
After the War, the desire for a thorough change manifested itself
witii more vigovir. It was the epoque when M. Zoretti, professeur of the
Faculte of Sciences de Caen and active and ardent militant ^dicalist^
published his book EDUCATION, and when the "compagnona" launched their
manifesto, l*Universi"ty Nouvolle, that the active regime of instruction
was not adapted to the needs of democracy was proclaimed. Fragmentary
improvements were not enough, A complete transformation was called for*
The fact is that just then they were recognizing the insufficiency
of partial reforms already realized, and even sometimes the danger of
certain ones of them.
The discomfort which we were just now pointing out had not been ex-
perienced al<me ly seme person desirous of obtaining a reorganizatioai of
the University, The maladjustment of the scholastic regime to a political
one was so evident^ that some remedial measure had been, for some time, in
view.
One of them,--and, in truth, this one has rendered the greatest
services-Jwas the development of the "bourses" (scholarships) bestowed in
the lycees and colleges to deserving students, but of a family not so
fortunate as to be able to pay the price for their studies. These scholar-
ships « which coiild be partial or complete, to allow only the exemption of
expenses of day 8tu(fy or thus to assure free boarding school, have permitted
c
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a great many poor children or those in small circixmstances to undertake
and to follow through to the end their secondary &nd superior studies.
The institution of scholarships was not a nevr thing. Long before
the Herolution, people had undertaken to assure the most gifted of the
children of the people the benefit of classical culture. Instruction
was gratis in the colleges of the Jesuits under the Old Regime. This
gratui-ly concerned only the litex^l course of study, that is, without
board; but certain conbinations permitted poor children to be admitted
as boarders.
Modem democracy has continued this effort. But, whateyer the
services rendered by the regime of scholarships may have been, it does not
serve to break down the barrier of money. The fact that a certain number
of scholarship holders appointed after an examination, are received beside
the paying students, admitted in full right, is certainly something. But
there is not the equality of social classes in the presence of education.
Valuable helps as they are, the scholarships can only be a remedial measure*
Many children do not profit by them who would, however^ gain by fol-
lowing through their secondary instmction. Many others follow this in-
struction, who have no other elaim to it than their social origin*
Consequently both the functioning of the secondary studies and that
of the primary superior studies find themselves warped, out of balance.
These are destined, in principle, for children desirous of receiving, after
passing through the primary elementary school, a prolongation of instruction,
but not of arriving at the instruction of the "Pacultes." The pupils who
graduate, after a cycle of three years, are able either to take up a tx>ade
ismiediately or to begin an apprenticeship, or prepare themselves for a
higher diploma, which opens the way to the duiy of public school teacher.
But among the young men coming from the superior primary school, or frcn
the normal school, there are some who, by their ability and choice, would
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be fitted for the studies of the "Pactilte".^ These advanced studies,
hovrever, are closed to them, or open only under certain limited conditions,
since they do not have the baccalaureate^, sanction of -ttie secondary
studies. And they conplain about it angrily*
A remedy for ihls situation has been pz>oposedt Hie equalitation of
the breret superieixr (higher diploma) axxi of the baccalaxxreate • The
first would open henceforth to students who have right to follow the
ooiu*se of the Fa«ulte and to present themselves to university classes
in the sane condition as their "bachelor ccnu^des," But this measure meets
some very serious objections* To proclaim judicially the equality of the
two schools of instruction, does not make them prepare equally for higher
instruction* There would be, then, the risk of lowering the standard of
training of the undergraduates who enter into the superior instruction
To be sure, the elite of the "brevetes" are worth more than many of Hie
mediocre bachelors (especially since the subdivision of the baccalaureate
of which we shall speak later). But it is very difficxilt to claim that,
on the whole, that the primary schools are, for the work of the Faculte or
of the advanced schools, as good a preparation as the secondary studies*
The equalisation of the diplomas would go, in reality, against the goal
which it is trying to reach* Rather than make these yoxmg people of
the popxilar classes enter the Paculte by the little door of the "brevet"
is it not better to open it to them freely, witli access to the lycee, the
noxmal way of the baccalaureate?
The partisans of equalisation have not obtained what they were demand-
ing, or at least they have obtained it only very partially. But there is
another method, which has been, in fact, more successful; that method
1. Cf note page
2. The "Baccalaureate" is a certificate or diploma given for successful
completion of secondary school work usually at the age of eighteen. It in
no wey corresponds to our bachelor's degree*
3. "Brevet" is a certificate equivalent to our hi^ school diplcaa*
c1
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which tends to the delaaaement of the baooalatireate • In order to makB
easy the obtaining of this tiniversity grade for the young men to whom
em insiiffioiently democratic social regime had not permitted to carry on
secondary studies, they have weakened these studies themselves.^ The
reform of 1902 divided theon. Creating two cycles and four sections, tiie
reform has debased ly its options and multiple choices, the character
of a diploma which was especially, tintil that time^ a proof of general
culture*
The instigators of that unfortunate reform however, had em excuse,
if they truly believed that through it they were serving the interests of
the yoxmg people who were well oidowed, but poor* The fact is, -tiiey have
succeeded in that only to a small degree. Small in number are the students
of the primary superior instruction who have profited by tiie subdivision of
the secondary studies to take their degrees. But this subdivision has been
profitable to some others, Yfhile poverty kept certain children from the
lycee, those whom fortune or easy circumstances brought to its seat were
not, all of them, equally intelligent or equally industrious. Some among
them were perfectly qualified to profit greatly from the traditional
secondary education. Others were not fitted for such studies and undertook
them, simply because they corresponded to the social situation of their
families. For this group, the multiplicity of choices and of sections was
a true godsend*
This was well pointed out in 1921, when a courageous minister (M. Leon
Berard) wished to suppress or rather cut down this multiplicity. A member
of the Superior council of Public Instruction objected that among the pupils
of owr lycees there were some children who were not truly fitted for
1. The studies have been weakened because they have lost a number of good
students they would have were these students not refused admission because
of financial inability*
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classical studies and whoso parents, however, wished to assure then
the benefit of "social, intellectual, and moral atmosphere characteristic
to secondary instruction."
Bie lycee emd the primary superior have two different types of pupils.
This would be perfect if the difference was based on the aptitudes and
desires of the children. But since one pays tuition and the other is
non-paying, the difference grotinds itself rather on the social situation
of the families, prom this it follows that certain pupils of one of the
two schools of instruction would be better if they were in the other school
(regardless of ability or inability to pay for instrtjction) And each of
the tKo tries to adapt itself to the needs of a student*body intellectually
incongruous, which it tries to hold. Whence from one to the other, there
are confusions and useless repetitions (duplication of courses), in such
a regime, the opposing schools of instruction are in danger of losing their
own identity, the originality belonging to each of them, and of melting into
a dull monotony.
We understand the words of M. Georges Moiilinier, in his report of 1921
to the Federation (today the Association) of the lycee professors: "The
building is not coherent, and it is becoming more and more diffictilt to
live in it."
It must be rebtiilt, and to accomplish that a plan of unity wo\ild be
necessary. Numerous projects have been presented; each has, up to this
point, met the unanimous approval of the partisans of the reform. But there
are certain fundamental ideas which are common to almost every project.
One of these ideals is the one of xmificatian of instruction of the
first degree (it being understood that it is here only a question of the
public school, and that we shall examine separately in the latter part of
this article, questions relative to the private school). The hasard of
birth not deciding on the subsequent place of the children, all will receive
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a first instruction founded on the aam© methods* It is at the end of
this coramon instruction that they turn towards the various "branches open
to their different aptitudes.
Another idea, on which those T»ho wish the refora to be realized
sigree, deals with the lowering of the money barrier. Such a course of
instruction oust not appear particularly "bourgeois", and that such
another must not appear more particuleu'ly "proletarian".
Thus one can see the scheme of the new institution quickly taking
shape. In place of the old system, founded on the parallel development
of two organizations, independent of each other would be substituted
a unified system, permitting a common trunk from which diverging brsmches
would grow out.
But those are general views. The detail of the methods is not easy
to determine. We are not able to consider analyzing all the propositions
or suggestions which have been formalated. Let us note, however, that not
all of these are animated by the same spirit. Ynien one descends from
fundamental principles to practical realization, the measures which one
defends vary according as one wishes to make a place, more or less large,
for that which secondary instiniction and primary superior instruction
represent in the orgsuiization which it is a question of replacing.
The "primaires" (advocates of the primai*y superior instruction)
have accustomed themselves to search out a means in the "equalizations"
of assuring ©quality before instructionl The essential thing to them is
that the opposing branches of instruction of the second degree give an
equal access to the instruction of the "Faculte". Thus they do not fear
very much, provided the approval of the various studies be the same, these
perplexities which w© have just now denounced.
One of their representatives, M. Lomont, congratulating himself on
seeing reinstated in the lycees in 1928 the section without Latin (abol-
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ished in 1923 from the sixth class to the third class), •wrote as follows
t
"That (the curriculum without Latin) interests us "primarians"
,
for in our schools in all degrees, the culture which we receive, as a
basis of French, of the sciences, of the modern languages, corresponds
to the modern humanities. Thus the bottomless ditch that they wished to
dig between the secondary system and us is going to find itself filled
and we are going to be able to continue complete assimilation more and more
complete between the diplomas we possess and those of the secondary in-
struction, that is, superior diploma, baccalaureate, various professorates,
and licenses, the prelude to a more intimate penetration of the two orders
of teaching and with internal reforms which will make all water-tight com-
partments disappear,"
The "secondarisois", on the contrary, believe that the blending of
various types of instruction may constitute a great danger* It seemed to
them that traditional culture, slow penetration, directly preparing for
no profession, offering to itself as its essential goal the general forma-
tion of the intellect, must be, at any price, protected.
The president of the National Association of Professors of the Lycee,
H* Victor Cope, has perfectly expressed their thought in an address given
in their name at a banquet of the Association March 30th, 192 6:
"Our doors we wish open wide to merit, even if it has blossomed in
poverty, but we wish them closed to incapacity though it be gilt-edged.
But what is the need, in order to comply with the needs of a more popular
following, of loviering our instruction euid of modifying the spirit of it?
Gentlemen, the people have a right to true culture, not to hiuniliated
culture and if we ask of them the best of their children to take the place
of the \mworthy children of the bourgeosie, it is in the intellect that
we will be able still more to raise our instruction and carry our hopes
even higher. Ylhat a detestable error and how undemocratic it would be to
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confuse the hvunility of rank with the humility of the intellect."
Many of the "seoandariems** and notably those of them vrho are most
attached to the Greek and Latin studies,--also find the echo of their
thoughts in the declairations of M. le depute Ducos. M. Duoos, who is
the fellow of the University and has "been for a long time head in our
lycees, is today in the Chamber as committee reporter on the budget of
public instruction. He is considered soaong the most resolute partisans
of the centralized school. That proves the importance which such declar-
ations as these have when followed by his signature:
"I have said it and I shall repeat it as often as it is necessary:
Just as I am ready to favor the development of the various schools
(modem, primary, superior, technical, et cetera) which must have their
place in the instruction of the second degree as we are planning it, so
I also proclaim that this development ought not to be made at the expense
of the old classical humanities* Let us reserve these humanities for the
pupils who are worthy of them, but at all costs, let us maintain and
preserve exquisite form of culture the disappecurance of which would con-
stitute an irretrievable degradation of human intelligence."
Let us compeure with this text a passage of the letter which the former
minister, Leon Berard, who is, moreover, politically lined up in the csur^
opposed to that of M« Ducos, wrote to professor L. Labrousse:
"True democratic equality requires. ... .that we make accessible to
poor children difficult studies and culture which is the fruit of them; it
by no means requires that we lengthen, in spite of the facts, an experience
of modern teaching from which some rich and some paying students profit
which a mere bourgeois prejudice ttirns away from the primary superior and
technical educations."
This is a declaration to which many of the partisans of the centralized
school will without doubt subscribe although M. Leon Berard has not yet
01
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personally declared his opinion on the principle of this reform.
However iii5>ortant the question of the part of secondary studies and
more particularly of the classical culture in the scholastic regime of
tomorrow may be, it is certainly not the only one that is being asked.
One would misunderstand the spirit of the reform, if one saw in it only
the means of assuring to one branch of the second "degre", such as the
paying group, a more democratic enrollment for instruction. All children
must be called to tsike advantage of the new organization, and not only for
those who will sign up for such and such determined studies.
For the mass of those who will not follow farther than the instruction
of the first degree some great changes will be necessary*
Schooling in France is obligatory only up to the eige of thirteen.
Every one who is interested in the education of the masses claims that
compulsory education ought to be prolonged. Furthermore that is not suf-
ficient.
Thus '^after school*^ (extension courses, continuation school, etc.)
instruction must be orgemized so that future citizens, who for various
reasons shall have received only instruction of the first degree, may be
assured of a civic and human culture as great and deep as possible. At
the same time it is necessary to perfect technical education which is still
in its infancy. Above all it is necessary to take care that technical in-
struction does not let it become devoted to preoccupations too exclusively
professional. If it is incumbent that the children of this instruction-
group be prepared in the practice of their trade, it ought not to be for-
gotten that th^ will not only be some producers but also men.
From one branch to the other of the studies, in the various degrees
as in the various branches, a general training ought to be considered smd
assured for children and young people. It is, in order to attain it,
better that as in the case of the most opposite political psurties so in
t • •
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the case of the numerous pedagogical groups a connnon training for all
teachers is demanded*
Today the teachers gather together to one side, without contact with
the secondary and superior instruction* That is something which must be
changed*
Those who are most eager to claim a large place, in the centralized
school, for the secondary studies, properly called, certainly do not
scorn either the other branches of the instruction of the second degree
or the formation of the masses* But the more they are convinced that
the various types of education woiild all have to propose for themselves
as a goal the development of human qualities and not only professional
preparation alone. The more they feel that to attain this end it is
necessary to hold fast vigorously the great intellectual tradition of
humanism*
l/lfhatever the opinion may be that one holds in regard to these means
which bring about the coordination of efforts and methods, that opinion
is a point on which all the partisans of the reform sigree: it must bring
with it the abolition of the "barrier of money" ("frentiere d' argent")*
Almost all believe that this result can be obtained only by free tuition*
This is not evident right away* One might imagine a system excusing from
payment of tuition only the less fortunate children*
This is the thesis which is summed up in the well-known formulat
"He who can pay, must pay."
But in practice, this thesis is hardly reconcilable with the
principles of the centralized school. Now, as we have already seen,
primary superior instruction is free* If secondau*y instruction, offering
itself to children of the same age, remains a paid-for instruction, what
is going to become of unity?
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Needful to the reform, free tuition does not aooompliah the reform.
In short, what is paid tuition? A small part of the expenses iwhioh are
incumbent upon a family desirous of having its children educated. While
they are going to school they do not earn a living. Nevertheless, they
must be lodged, fed, eind clothed. Whence, in many cases, arises the
necessity of state aid; scholarships for half-board (including the noon
meal), scholarships for boarding-school, scholarships for livelihood.
It is the budgetary side of the orgemieation that must be instituted,
but the pedagogues cannot ignore it.
Coordination of the various degrees and many branches of education,
generalization of gifts perfected by a system of scholarships and grants,
is still not all of the reform. A formidable problem presents itself
and the time has come to say a word about it; it is the problem of
selection. One hardly conceives, in fact, how free education could justify
itself for children who, at the completion of the studies of the first
degree, would appear unfit for those studies which their parents wish them
to undertake. He who says free-education says of necessity, selection.
But is it possible to recognise the true aptitudes of a child?
Are not the risks of error extremely great? The old system which left to
families the responsibility of the decision, did it not present more
advantages than disadvantages?
Such, at least, is the thesis held hy a certain number of adversaries
of the scholastic reform. The reform, they say, is not conceivable without
selection, now selection is impossible: therefore the reform ought to be
discardedl
A hasty judgment, opposed by the facts, selection is not a theoristic
invention without contact with reality. It already exists in several
forms.
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Beside the secondary pay-school, is the primary superior which, as
we have said before, is free. At the begizming selection is made* Only
the outstanding students with a certificate of the primary studies^ axe
admitted. In certain schools of the larger cities, a supplementary ex-
amination is demanded in addition. Is it less scandalous to verify the
aptitudes of a student or primary superior instruction than those of
a pupil of the seoond£U*y instruction?
At the lycee itself there are scholarship-holders, and we have
mentioned before what great services the foundations of scholarships has
rendered. But these services are not given without examination. Is it
less scandalous to check the aptitudes of a poor child than those of a
rich child?
"Wealth does not establish the right of the dunce," said M. Leon
Berard, Minister to the Superior Council of Public Instruction, January 15,
1923. And he proposed on the threshold of secondary instruction an
examination for entrance which should be, in principle, the seuae for
paying students and for students who were candidates for scholarships for
entrance to secondary instruction.
Then this conception was discarded. Onoe more the risks of error
were feared. But are the risks less great for the child who demands a
scholarship, than for the rich child who is able to pay his tuition fee?
It is in such differences of administration that one sees o\ir entire
organisation has kept the old qualified conceptions*
Selection is necessary. And we shall say with M. Boivin, reporter
on the question of the centralited school at the Association Congress of
lycee Professors in 1926:
"The superiority of the system of the centralized school over the
actual system primarily must lie in the highest aptitude which it will
have in putting pupils in their proper places, in calling to instruction
1. Corresponds to our grammar school diploma.
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of the second degree the elite of the pupils of the first degree*
in eliminating, on the other hand, the unfit by vrhom it is at present
hampered. Thus one sees, the extreme importance of the problem of
selection."
For there is indeed a problem* Neoesseiry though it may be
selection is very difficult to organize* It must be done wisely and
surrounded by gusurantees*
So this question attracts the attention of professional men
particularly. In regard to secondary instruction, selection presents
itself in a manner more particularly pressing, at a time when they
are beginning to realize free-instruction* Thus was it inscribed in
the order of the day of the Congress of Paques , Easter 1931, after a
study made by a special commission. Faithful to the doctrine already
adopted by it in 192S the Association considers that selection at the
beginning of the sixth year should aim less to recognize the positive
aptitudes than to eliminate or delay the pupils whose inaptitude
(decided or possible) appeared with evidence* The teachers of the sixth
year who must have smaller classes would study closely the cheuracters of
each of their pupils during the entire school year. At the end of the
sixth year some decisions would be made with the greater Icnowledge of the
problems to be confronted*
What would be the nature of these decisions? Is it simply a question
of dividing the pupils into two groups j this one, those who are fit and
that one, those who are unfit?
Will selection be accomplished simply by eliminations or by various
methods of orientation?
Certain advocates reply, "by orientations", and this conception is
evidently the most flexible and most comprehensive. How can, in fact, it
be realized? At the end of the Six A (classical course with Latin) it is
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Indeed apparent that certain children are ready to continue the studies
which they have commenoed; others are not in their proper places in
secondary instruction; finally others are able to succeed only if they
pass into section B (without Latin). That problem is easy. But how can
we bring about the orientation of those, who at the end of the Six B are
ready for section A? If it is easy to abandon the study of Latin, it
is less easy to undertake the study of it when retarded a year. T/hence
the conclusion which deceives the eyes of many (all of it being contested
by others): The sixth year of the lycee ought to have only one section;
Latin ought to be obligatory in it as well as the other subjects. On
the principle of this obligation the masters of secondaz*y instruction eire
divided. Their various groups often show themselves uncertain as to the
attitude they should adopt. In 1921, the National Federation came out in
favor of the obligation of Latin in the Sixth and Fifth years a majority
even found itself demanding its extension to the Fourth class. In 1923,
however, the obligation was rejected. But logic has also its rights and that
is why the idea no longer appears to meet the opposition today that it
found seven years ago.
More than that, it is not only between the two branches of secondary
instruction that the pupils ought to be oriented. It is among all sections
of the second degree in the system of the centralised school. Thus the
General Federation of Instruction has admitted the principle of a common
"entrance class" (class-vestibule) to these various sections and replacing,
particularly, the actual sixth class of the lycee and the colleges. But
here again we find the same problem which has already been the object of
1, It must be remembered that in the French system one passes from the
elementary school or "preparatory" school into the sixth class. The year
following is the fifth class, and so until he reaches the first class at
which time he is about seventeen axid ready to stiart on the first half of
the baccalaureate*
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long discussion in the heart of the pedagogical coinmission of the
Federation; to permit a most sure orientation and one less arbitrary,
is it not best to give to Latin the character of a subject with obliga-
tory instruction in this "entrance class". The controversy is grave,
and the differences in the training of the masters themselves are not
calculated to facilitate agreement however desirable. But there as in
a great many other things the actual worth of an ideal must finally
bring about its success.
Orientation by choice must not, in any case, be applied in the spirit
of militairism. It does not belong to coirniittees or juries of professors
to divide their students for themselves in an obligatory manner in the
various branches of instruction. They will have to confine themselves to
giving advice and counsel to the parents. The parents shall remain free
not to follow the advice, and not to choose for their children the section
most particularly advised. Only this will be enforced, namely, it will
not be possible for children to stay in a section or class for which they
are not fitted.
In the pages which have preceded, we have attempted to see what the
actxial conceptions maintained in the contents of the centralired school
are. But what has already been accomplished? Has the administration a
general plan?
To this last question it seems as though a n^ative answer must be
given. The Ministry of Public Instruction has begun to grope its way
in the proposed reform. The fragmentary modifications which it has made
in the old organisation are not closely associated. Many times the
impression is given that the Administration walks a little blindly, that
it does not know where it wishes to go —- and people complain about this.
Let us recognize, however, that the task of the Administration is
difficult, and that the vicissitudes of politics, with the con^lloations
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which they bring, do not by their very natxure make the task easier*
A few results have been obtained. Let us ask oxirselTes what
they are and how much th^ are worth.
Aa effort for the unification of the instruction of the first
degree has been made: the programs of the primary schools have been
extended to the primary and elementeury classes of the lyoess and
colleges. The principle of this measure is undeniably in line with
the centralised school; the means (and also processes employed to bring
about the refona) have called forth some well-foTjnded protests. The
management of scholarships has been unified, that in itself is something
excellent. Scholarships for livelihood, granted to the primary superior
instruction were formerly refused to secondary instruction by a strange
regulation. These scholarships su'e now extended to the secondeiry. The
imification of the examination, in the second series (that is to say for
children who have pursued different studies for a year) seems less
justifiable. As for the "amedgam" (or bringing together of various sections
of pupils for a certain nvuaber of courses), it has been necessary to
abandon it, at least partially, in view of a most unfortunate experience.^
For some time, the effort seems to have had particularly as its goal
the breaking down of the barrier of mon^, the suppression of the dualism,
of paying-instruction and free-Instruction. The sixth of the secondary
classes has been free for some months. The fifth will be free from the
beginning of October 1951. In this mazmer the reform will rise to the
higher classes from year to year. It is possible to believe that by the
beginning of October 1936 (at the very latest) all secondary instruction
will be free.
As for selection, it is hardly organized. A decree of October 3, 1925
1. Mr. Lacrois does not tell us what the "unfortunate experience" was
and the writer regrets not being able to find out.
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fixed the conditions of adiaission into the Fifth class. But will this
decree, applying to the period of "paying" secondary instruction be suf-
ficient in the new regime. The question becomes prominent when one
considers the immense increase which has been produced this year in the
Sixth class. This affltix is due partly to the establishment of free
tuition, emd also partly to the births which followed the YTar (the
children who were eleven in 1930 are those who were born in 1919). But
this increase has been of such a nature that in numerous institutions
the classes are over-full. In some of them, certain pupils who en-
rolled too late have not been able to find a place. Ueasvures are being
taken. Selection must be organized. New school buildings roust be con-
structed. It is rightfully deplored that secondary instruction has been
forgotten in the project of "national equipment".^
Last of all, not much has been done for mass instruction. A project
for the prolongation of obligatory schooling sleeps in the Senate and it
is complained that school attendance may not always be regular*
The reform is not accomplished. It is being realized in a chaotic
fashion, intermittently, without cohesion. Nevertheless a new regime
is being substituted little by little for the old. We are not forbidden
to hope that in a few years a democratic organisation will have taken the
place of the organization on a basis of wealth. This transfer can—and
mu3t--come about without lowering the general culture. The preservation
of the subjects on which this culture was founded in France dtiring the
past centuries, provided one wishes it, is perfectly compatible with the
centralized school.
Does the preservation of freedom in instruction agree with the
1. As the author has put these words "equipment national", in quotations,
we wonder if he has reference to France's protection by increased armaments?
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reform? or, as it is frequently said, is the reform xmderstood only
with monopoly (exclusive control of instruction on the part of the
government)
.
Here is einother aspect of the problem, more political than
pedagogical perhaps, but a study of the centralized school would be
seriously incomplete if this question were left to one side.
First of all, let us recall briefly of what the actual organization
consists. It is foiinded on the simultaneous existence of two types of
schools: the public school and the private school.
Between the two, competition and rivalry have many times taken on
the character of bitterness, due perhaps more to the masters themselves
than to the political parties which have often made the school the staJce
of their contests. Without wishing to give an historical account here,
we can note that in the course of the past century the public school has
developed itself as a neutral and lay institution opposite to the private,
most often religious and catholic. Thus the academic question has found
itself mixed up in political-religious quarrels which held such a prominent
place in France before the Vlar, and which now and then tries to revive
themselves in France today.
Thus the public school has often met lively opposition at the hands
of the "clerical group", while the private school on its side, has been
suspected by the laity.
Of course, it is necessary in this matter to guard against systematic
simplifications, which would give to our readers an entirely false idea of
the truth. If the majority of public teaching staff is composed of free
thinkers hostile to the Church (and it is sufficient to take account of
this by reading the Bulletin of their Association), certainly there are
among them some practising Catholic. IVhatever one thinks in certain centers
it is not exact, that the masters who are personally without religion faith
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necessarily lack it, in their class « in the neutrality which is prescribed
for them and give anti-religious instruction. It may be that we con cite
certain exasiples of abuse of this kind; but we must not be too quick to
generalise. In the lycees and the Faculties, the professors having one
religious faith are numerous, and their course is not hindered; personally
Catholic, I have never had to complain, in this respect of any administra-
tive annoyance. Perhaps it has not always been thus eind the reminder of
annoyance is present to certain memories.
The leaders of public instruction and private instruction are not
always against one another.
But it is indeed certain that an uncomfortable feeling exists and
that certain unwise attitudes do not tend to dissipate them.
Did not a minister of Public Instruction invite in 1924, the prefects
(principals) to tsike action jigainst public officers who were having their
children educated in private schools?
The Association of Professors of the lycee, moreover, rose up
against this indiscreet oversight and in this instance defended the civic
liberty of all the officers. Without wishing to exaggerate the importance
of this ministerial letter ,—which I believe has remained a dead letter-
it Biust be said that some gestures of this kind are the index of a con-
dition of state of mind that is disturbing and breed suspicions and mis-
understand ings
•
It is also complained that liberty in teaching has been reduced, by
act of law against some religious orders. The right of teaching in France
is prohibited to the clergy. The state, which theoreticedly ignores
religious vows, charges those who have teiken th^ with pedagogical in-
capacity. There is a lack of logic, which is only explainable in soxie
degree by euiti-clerical hatred, supported moreover by the recollection on
its part that many Catholics have in the past joined the side of the
(4
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eonseiTatives against the Republic and the Democracy.
Prom all these considerations there is arising in certain centers
a sort of distrust in regard to the centralised school, so much the
greater because many euoong the defenders of the refom——but not
entirely, certainly—-are lining themselves up politically with the
euati-clerical parties.
May 17, 1919, the journal. La Lanterne, (the Lantern) trrote:
"In the way of the centralised school, there remains still another
obstacle, the necessity of doing away with private schools,"
The Masonic Convention of 1924 declared}
"The centralized school presupposes the monopoly of public in-
struction."
During the same year, senator Debierre wrote in Le Rappel (The
Recall) on Hovember 9th:
"Away with the sophistry of freedom of instruction."
It is fitting to note, however, that the tendency which is strong
in these texts is very far from being the dominating tendency among the
partisans of the centralized school. The reform which they wish to carry
out is an interior reform of public instruction. It is perfectly in harmozgr
with the continuation of private instruction. It does not raise the question
of monopoly.
Monopoly of education in France has only a very few sponsors. Among
the men who demand the democratic reform of instruction, there are many
firmly attached to the support of freedom. M. Zoretti, member of the
socialist party, announced himself cleeurly as being against a monopoly.
Messrs. Herriot and Ducos did the same.
In short, it is in the field of public instruction alone that the
reform is being developed. It is to be regretted that some measures.
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such as the la«» refuses in an insultizig fashion clergy the liberty
of teaching. That act was prior to the centralised school and has no
connection with it at all*
Ilnfortunately the prohlem becomes complicated by the question of
money* The public school alone benefits from the national budget.
No assistance of any sort can be allotted to a private primary establish-
ment. Even the help granted to children by the school banks is reserved
by requirement for pupils for public instruction. If a mvinicipality wishes
to extend funds to those of private instruction, it is in danger of seeing
the decision sinnulled, in the name of the law and by the authority of the
prefect.
The rule of private secondary schools is less strict. These are able
to obtain financial aid. Likewise state professors may be placed in them.
But this regime holds only for some colleges, very few in number, euid
on the condition that th^ have no sectarian character.
All this, to be sure, is indepesident of the centralized school. But
we are given to understand that the friends of private instruction fear
the dangers which complete extension of free education to its opponents
may come to. In fact, there is the risk that the private school will lose
part of its clientele, for the school which is deprived of state aid can
not give free tuition.
Thus the adversaries of the centralised school have foxmd in the
defense of freedom of instruction an eurgvunent in favor of their thesis.
Reining themselves against the reform demanded especially by the party
on the left they support the ideal of proportional scholastic division.
They say that instead of supporting some schools should the State
not rather encourage all private initiative and divide among the various
establishments, according to the number of pupils credits sinticipated
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for national education? Even if it is allowed to some schools, it ceui
be tolerated, but on the condition that the principle of proportional
division of credits be maintained.
As for the children who are poor and deserving also, a National
Office of Scholarships should assure the payment of their study bills,
in a private or public school depending upon the choice of the parents.^
This conception does not appear to have chance of prevailing* The
scholeu-ships, irtiether they are granted for public or private instruction,
constitute only one remedial measvire, cannot be enough to asstxre eqviality
of social classes in the presence of education. As for the distribution
of school money by proportion, without examining the practical difficulties
which it presents , we cannot fail to maintain that it supposes a total
upset of our organization, and this overthrow would meet a most lively
opposition in the left wing and even in the center.
However, is there not something to remember in the objection presented
hy the defenders of assistance for private schools? Without this
assistance, is freedom not more often theoretical than practical? Can
only the man make use of it pay for the studies of his children? The poor
man has not the means of exercising the freedom of choice. Is that
equality?
On the other hand, if the private schools should close their doors
tomorrow, the State would not have enough schools or enough teachers to
give instruction to all the children of France I It would have to increase
the credits anticipated for the budget of public instruction. Would it
not be just to turn over to the private schools the economies realised
thanks to them?
1. The writer is at a loss to see the need of granting scholarships to
permit pupils to attend private schools. This is the only phase in the
Eurtiole by Mr. Laorois which seems far-fetched.
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To be sure, the aid would not be given without control. The
schools desiring to save the status of liberty, such as it actually
functions, would be permitted to do it. But those who wished to benefit
from the moral suid financial support of public authority would contract
certain obligations. The rating of the teachers, value of the instruction,
et cetera could be checked up» But this verification, accomplished without
hostility would not have to concern itself with the philosophical and
religious tendencies of the schools. Aid could not be refused to them
because of their confessional character.
Far from being opposed to the ideal of the centralised school, this
solution would permit private instruction itself to benefit from the great
democratic reform. So several years ago this idea was adopted by the
League of the Young Republic. In its congress of 1924, the League declsired
itself both for equality before instruction and for financial aid for
private instruction. It has never ceased to uphold this double thesis.
The position thus adopted by the Young Republic is distinguished from
that of most partisans of the centralised school, since the latter are
usually hostile to the principle of aid for the private school. It is
distinguished none the less from the one which the partisans of these
gifts have adopted, since they are ordinarily opposed to the centralised
school.
The reform thus comprised would permit however, a harmonious combin-
ation of the aspirations in view. The reform would be able to realise
itself in an atmosphere of confident collaboration, by the agreement of
all those who, in regsird to moral and religious forces, sincerely wish
democratic progress.
This would not be the first time that the Young Republic and its
chief. Marc Sangnier, would fill the roll of forerunners in our politics.
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Must I recall to the German readers painfvil misvinderstandixigs^ the
weighty misapprehensions which still separated our two nations ten
yeeirs ago. No later than 1921 Marc Sangnier took the initiative in
organizizig the international democratic Congress for peace. In 1923
»
in the midst of the crisis of the Rhur> the third Congress was held at
Fribourg-en Brisgau, said I remember with deep emotion those hours of
confidant brotherhood. Among those who formerly criticise the pacifist
orator, many today have rallied to the political views which he was among
the first to advocate.
Yfho Icnows if he will not be the same in school matters? And if, with
the organization of the school ceasing to be the stake of the philosophical
and religious struggle carried over on to the political field, it will
not be decided to adopt a solution of the type of that which Marc Sajagnier
and his friends are proposing?
They wish the great reform of equality to be realized, and Marc
Sangnier wrote on the 5th of February 1926*
There is, first of all a generous design, one n^ich makes the ideal
of the centralized school so pleasing to the mass of the country: it is
necessary to break down the beirrier of money which is in opposition to
the development of education of the middle class. Selection, always neces-
sary, will no longer depend on the fortune of the parents, but upon the
intellectual capacities of the children, themselves* It is a question of
realizing ^at minister Daladier, using again an old expression less
ambiguous, called "equality" of all children before instruction in all
degrees. We have no need of saying here at what point, in the Young
Republic, we have attached ourselves to the development of this reform
so truly democratio. And may no one come and claim it is difficult,
arduous to realize and necessarily slow. We know it only too well: but
Boston University^''
^''hool of Education
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isn't it true that all demooratio improvements proceed in the same
manner? It demands courageous effort, sometimes painful effort which
must be carried out with so much the more vigor."
They also wish that the reform, far from being realised in a spirit
of exolusiveness, favor the development of all initiatives in the
scholastic field, and in the same article in which he wrote the lines which
we have just quoted, Meiro Sangnier declares the following!
"Truly it is a deplorable situation this one, that the one which
opposes as competitors (more strictly speaking, as adversaries), private
instruction and state instruction which the historical conditions of the
republican government, if they try to explain it, do not justify its
existence*
There where the conflict is, is that not the place for collaboration?
Is it not a deplorable twist of circumstances that this one which brutally
prohibits the possibility of all state aid, from departments and communes,
not exactly to private schools, but act\ially to religious schools?
Let us think of this situation without prejudice as without passion*
It is a conception with very little democracy in it at heart, this con-
ception of state instruction which in manner is rigid, uniform, based on
hierarchy, militaristic, so to speak, risking to exterminate the original
germs of spiritual life; risking to stiffle the moral richness of the nation
under the very demands of a neutrality as much more poor and es^ty of living
contents as sure the ideas and theories more numerous on which we have not
yet succeeded in reaching an agreement."
To assure equality of social classes before instruction and to attain
this end not by paternalism, but on the contrsury by a wider collaboration
of all initiatives, that is the task of a kind to tempt democracy*
it
i
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The goal is still far avray, and we are progressing slowly step by
step. Nevertheless, let us have confidence in the force of ideas.
The problem of the centralized school is complex. Yet in this
paper, I have simplified Toaoay of the questions which it is not possible
for me to go into in detail* But we must not be afraid of this complexity,
which is the that of life itself.
The choice which is actually offered to us is this: do we wish to
preserve a scholastic regime made for a country politically and socially
founded on plutocracy? Or, on the contr€u*y, do we believe in democracy',
and do we wish it to be the spirit of the school of tomorrow? The
partisans of the reform of instruction have chosen the democratic solution.
But the partisans are still widely divided as to many of the methods to
be employed. Democracy is not made in a day and it is by working together,
on the part of those who really wish to accomplish it, will eurrive, let us
hope, at some agreement.

CONTEMPORARY FRENCH PEDAGOCfY
By Pierre Frieden, Luxemboiirg
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The general outlook which this title promises aims, not at the
effort of practical education, but exclusively at pedagogical theory,
that is to say, the knowledge of facts and law, of methods and ends.
We intend to treat with pedagogical science such as it has developed in
France during recent years* Theoretical pedagogy occupies in the list of
French sciences a tiny place, hardly does it coxmt in the list of courses
officially recognised. Professorships of pvire pedagogy do not exist in
France* Great educational leaders are reure; schools of scientific pedagogy
camot bear comparison with similar schools abroad. However, since the War,
public opinion and even political circles have been moved by the lack of
pedagogical work and interest. Today the problem of education rises
clearly before those who had believed it in existence, or settled, or
secondary. It occupies all serious minds. One understands everywhere that
political, social, and economic reforms are preceded and commanded by reform
of hearts and minds. Everything is done in the long run by men; no problem
of human life can be treated exclusively in an administrative and technical
spirit. Everywhere where the hiaman element is represented, the educational
problem presents itself and settles itself in one fashion or another.
Universal pedagogy which goes beyond the limits of the school, such is the
first tendency of French pedagogy. Education is no longer considered as a
distinct profession, but as a function of all the professions. Educational
work has become a national problem, just like industrial and commercial work.
Joseph Wilbois, director of the school of administration and business,
is inspired by this new spirit in a work entitled: "L» education National",
in which he examines the conditions under which the important function of
I>
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education can and must develop. Three things are required to make an
educator: (1) the gift, (2) experience, and (3) knowledge. The gift
is rare and inborn; experience usually foznos slowly; there remains the
knowledge which can be supplied*
The science according to Wilbois comes from two courses of training
sociology and psychology. Scientifically the problem of education
presents itself thus: First, the aim of education is to adapt our children
materially and morally to the society of tomorrow; for that is as necessary
to know it as far as it definitely determined and to guess it as feu: as it
is irreducably new; Second, to reach this end, the knowledge of the soul of
the child is indispensable* Hence energetic prophecy, positive sociology ajid
psychology, the prime ordeal conditions of the task of education*
Starting from these considerations, Ylilbois, concludes the necessity
not of partial reform, but of a total reform, of complete revolution in
education. In what does it consist? Education according to Wilbois must
be national; it insists on being directed in its main line by the represen-
tatives of the groups to which the child, when a man, will belong, that is
to say, to the groups of public life and private life*
Public life bears three principle aspects:
First, the production and distribution of goods and the institutions
which corresponds to them, which are the work shop, the company, the cor-
poration*
Second, public order, the essential function of the state.
Third, spiritual life, the mission of the church*
Private life is organized in the family*
How, in view of these principles, are we to regulate the education
of children? It is the affair of groups which represent public life
and private life. Nothing is more absurd in consequence than the actual
i1
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organization. Today the groups of production are not considered in
matters of education any more than at the other extremity « the family*
On the other hand, the state is all-powerful i it brings up the children
for itself, neglectizig both the needs of the producers and those of the
private citizen. It contents itself with training the citizen according
to methods two or three centuries old.
According to Wilbois you must first give the child a professional
education regulated by the corporations who will fix the course of study
and furnish the necesseury funds. It is thus that th« education of a
future miner will belong to the underground corporation. In the second
place, the child will receive a political education in which the state
will intervene by its control and its contribution. In any case, it will
have ceased to be the absolute master of the school; finally as the
spiritual life is assured in the first place, by the Church, the latter
will have its part in the work of education; but neither the corporation,
nor the state, nor the Church has eoay pedagogical competency. Their work
is to determine the end in view; the technical part of education is the
task of educational specialists.
Wilbois dreams of a new type of educator such as Edward Demolins had
dreamed of thirly years ago. When he praised as a teacher not only a learned
man, but a sporting type of man or rather indeed a good specimen of the human
race in its different manifestations. This teacher fulfills much more
exactly than ours the "type of a father sufficiently educated to be able to
initiate his children into different kinds of knowledge, and sufficiently
alert to be able to join in their games, showing himself superior to them.
The new educator must be a leader in the full sense of the word, that
is to say, he must possess the consciousness of the goal to reach a firm
and constant will-power, the effacement of his own personality before the
i
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goal, true hiimili-ty, mingled with strength and assurely* in one word, he
must realize the definition given by Tain: To be a leader means to inarch
on the 8£uae road but at the head, to dlreot the work of others while taking
part in it,
Wilbois distinguishes between the educator and the teacher: the teacher,
in the strict sense of the word, doesn't need to possess the qualities of
the leader, on the other hand, he needs special qualities, of which the two
principle ones are: (1) the sense of the psychological intellectual life
which permits him to make the most detail diagnosis of an intelligence,
(2) the aptitude to awaken the energies in the love of work#
A new normal school would prepare future educators for their tasks so
described. This preparation will take in three sets of exercises
t
(1) Two years of theoretical study at the university;
(2) A few months of travel and sojourn abroad]
(3) A practical course of one or two years in a school already con-
stituted as a family boarding school*
As to the educative role of the family, Wilbois states once more that
on this point everything is yet to be done. The duties of father and mother
imply a training which is most usually lacking* Partial attempts have been
made in France to give to parents the complement of pedagogical education
necessary for their task. Recently there have been created the League of
Doctors and Families, the Society of Parent Educators, the Society of Family
Patronage, Free Society for the Education of the Child. Let us also point
out, in passing, the book of M. P. Crouzet: "Teachers and Parents"*
The work of Wilbois has the appearance of a techniced work that is critical
of utilitariam inspiration. But let not the reader misxmderstand the deep
spirituality even when it is unexpressed which rules discreetly the thought
of the author and affirms itself in the final chapter* The science of
€
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production and rationalization Wllbois would reserve for those irtio
think with him that virtue and saintliness are the supreme and essential
values, that suooess is a word empty of sense, that to produce is not all,
that our destiny goes hoyond the vain pale of agitation and production.
His ideas on education imply eui inbred faith, an unwritten meditation,
inaccessible to those who have not a just heart, Yiilbois attaches himself
to the socialogical sohool set forth by Demolins, in "La Science Social".
It is needless to recall here the important pedagogical contribution of the
more positiveist schools of Durkheim in the same order of interests, if not
of method, we must place the effort of the "Societe du Redressement Francais"
which publishes as nuniber 2 of the "Cahier du Redressement" a great survey on
the new education entitled "L* education Nationale", Paris 1927.
Paul Desjardins siuas up the conclusions of this surv^ carried on in
Germany, in England, in Switzerland, in Italy, in Austria, in America,
First, the secret of the new schools and of their success is in the role of
the leader of a powerful personality, th^ rest on a cleeurly defined conception
of what makes the value of a man; they imply an association colleague, of
leaders of enterprises, of business men, capable of appreciating educational
work and sacrificing something to it, France itself is late on this point.
Her school systems rest almost entirely on the routine of the past; what
paralyzes it is the middle-class prejudice which sees in education a means
of differentiating and maintaining social classes; then it is the bureaucracy
which e3cpeots everything from the government, nothing from private initiative,
is at last the religious and political neutrality which according to Desjardin
takes from education its vital force, its frankness, its deep efficacy.
La Societe du Redressement Francais calls urgently for trial schools on the
model of those which it has studied abroad and which would seek out new paths
for the national French school. In the general tendency, the wishes of the
Societe meet the idea of Wilbois*
«c
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Certainly the contribution of the sociology movement does not stop
at these few efforts analyzed above. We are compelled to limit ourselves
to essential and original work, richer and newer is the influence exercised
on the pedagogical movement by biology and notable by physiology and
pathological psychology. In fact, there are close connections between the
biological sciences and pedeigogy. There exists even a zone of physiological
and psychic analogies which coincides with the part of medicine, in which
pedagogy becomes medical treatment. Pathological pedagogy has produced in
France a very extended literature of which we are proposing to examine the
most interesting manifestations.
Let us sight in the first place the works of Nathan Marcel, chief of
the clinic of medical school; first, trouble that may be avoided; second,
juvenile troubles behavior and character. Nathan studies the troubles of
behavior, connected with epidemic inflammation of the brain, epilepsy, general
paralysis, dementia precox, snobbishness, jealousy, ennui, inferiori-ty complex.
Without embracing one particular theory, explaining the origin and the progress
of these troubles, he takes account of all. Certain cases find their solution
by the method of psycho-analysis according to which, the trouble of the
character would depend upon that which the "psyche" has met in virtue of set-
tled circumstances has met as one of the more primitive stages of its evolution.
For other cases, Nathan adopts a very suggestive doctrine of Ferriere.
The individual like sooiely passes through four stages. The first stage,
60 csdled sensorial stage, corresponds to the isolation of the subjects, all
the activities of whom tends to supply the iimnediate needs of his subsistance.
The second is characterized by an established order, authoritative, closely
shut in, subordinated to a leader, an order in which the individual counts for
little and accomplishes with his best efforts and without discussion, the task
i{
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which is imposed upon him. The third stage, on the contrary, corresponds
to a rebirth of the individual, who becomes conscious of himself, revolts
against the social order, discusses the value of it; it is a period of
relative einarchy in the cotarse of which the subject, endowed with a finer
critical instinct sind with a greater confidence in his otto judgment seeks
a new order of things, better adapted to his own personal tendencies*
One may say that he is seeking himself as much as he is seeking society.
Systematic at the outset, this spirit of opposition grows wise as it comes
in touch with all reality* The confusion ceases and it is during the fourth
stage that, more conscious of others, of social necessity and also of himself
the subject like society surrives hy successive retouching at a new equilibrium,
near a definite state*
One easily understands that if the two first stages represents the infancy
of society as that of the individual, the two last, symbolize, very well,
adolescence developing toward maturity emd to most perfect balance* Certain
characters so called pathological, let us say rather defective, would result
then from arrested development* Those who stop in the first stage are the
egoists, the selfish, the common spirits, prisoners of their own most isanediate
needs, for whom the standard is pleasure or pain in their most eleaaentary
forms* They constitute according to Ferrere a good quarter of htamanity. In
second stage, the other so-called conventionalists, lovers of established rule
and order, attached to exterior formulars, those whom one wins by advancements
and decoration, diort-sighted spirits with narrow horizons, quite comparable to
M* IiBbu, iimaortalized Jehan Rictus narrower even than the classic Joseph Prudhoame*
The third stage, {12%) corresponds to those who eu*e intuitive, enthusiastic,
often generous, broad of view, idealistic, some time even Utopian* They rep-
resent the picture of the first stages of adolescence whose crowning would be
represented try the reasonable type* By this name, the author does not mean
rc
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debonaire wise men, but the learned men, the seekers, the organizers^
as conscious of irhat they desire as are fixed points represented by
exterior realities. What are the pedagogical conclusions of the works
of Nathan? The author insists on the ravages, on the hand, done by
authoritative education li^ich had made scrupulous or psychothenic or
rebellious. Many psychoses have their point of departure in a false
sexual education, -which in punishing brutally, certain bad habits provoke^ >L
persistent troubles in the child and deform the character. From the ob-
servations of Nathan, it results that the adolescent should govern himself
by tact and confidence, the methods of restraint especially applicable in
the case of the child, must no longer be considered in the case of the
adolescent.
In his recent works, "The Normal Child"; "Family Hatreds"; "The
Dreamers Awaken", Dr. Robin, former hospital director aspires to aid parents
to understand children and to improve their method. The character, affirms
Robin, just like the vertibral column and other members can take vicious
positions. There exists the mental orthopedics, the heart and the mind are
cared for like the body, often \3y the same procedures.
Robin is optimistic as to the future of education; "One may say, that
for the first time in centuries, the child has been born in the consciousness
of man."^ He is born and his heart opens to intelligence. The infantile soul
is laid bare. The child is our new world. The child will develop harmoniously
in life, if the parents take in at least this truth: the child has no fault,
he is badly brought up or sick.
Biology and pathology, penetrating into the domain of pedagogy have
renewed the great problem of sex education which is at the centre of
1. According to progress in America, Mr* Robin is about fifty years late.
The child was "discovered" in America many years ago.
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pedagogical questions today* How does the problem, sex eduoation,
arise today in France. In general, the southern peoples on account of
a greater liberty of life and customs give their children a spontaneous
and autoiaatic initiation and felicitate thus the task of education. The
solutions offered in France are numerous, different, and contradictory.
There are first of all those who would like to envelop everything in
nystery and not to raise the veil prematurely. They are getting more and
more rare. Most teachers are esibracing the idea that life in the present
day demands sexual initiation and a preparation for the thousand dangers
which await and test the young man. But how to carry on this education?
On the Catholic side some interesting efforts have been made to meet the
necessities of the hour, so they have founded recently a society called
"Schools for Parents", the promoters of which are Madame Verine, the author
of "La Mere Initiatrice" , Madam Jean Camus, and M. Wilbois.
The Association for Christian Marriage published in 1929 a work
entitled, "The Church and Sex Education". Here are the practical conclusions
at which they arrive: (1) All collective action is to be condemned, because it
is ineffectual or dangerous, from the time that the will and sensibilities
have not been previously and sufficiently strengthened. (2) Sex education
is a task to be reserved for parents, especially as the home generally lacks
initiative and savoir-faire, it would be wrong to excuse the parents from
this formidable duty. It is necessary on the contrary, to recall to them
this essential duty and to prepare them to accomplish it.
Monsieur Dubourg, the Bishop of Marseilles has treated the problem in
two works : "The Sixth and the Ninth Commandment" which is addressed to
Frenchmen twenty-years old, the second besLrs the title: "After the Twentieth
Year"
.
The position of M. Dubourg is that of Catholic authority and tradition
which, while utilizing the data of physiology, of pathology, and even of
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psycho-analysis, maintains that the problem of sex education is
above all a moral problem. It makes no compromise with human weakness
and without falling into excessive rigours in regard to the sinner,
it refuses to make the concessions which the necessities of the
physiological life seem to demand. Catholic morality faces delusively
the responsibilities of the young man to himself, his physical health,
his moral equilibrium, and the family he is to foxmd* Does this mean
that ecclesiastical authoril^ condemns instruction? At the seventh
national congress of the Association of Christian Marriage in November
1929, canon Verdier, today archbishop of Paris expressed himself thust
"Shall we leave to instinct, at the risk, at the chance often
criminal, the task of revealing the mysteries of life and the duties
which it lays upon us? It would be painful and hxmiliating for our poor
humanity to maintain that the domain from which springs the sources of
life is the only one which must remain closed to all pedagogic and
scientific progress. We believe that clear and properly tactfvd explanation
must be regarded as a grave obligation of charity and justice."
These official statements immediately foiand their commentary and their
theoretical application in the work of abbe G. JacquOTient: "Education and
Purity," Paris, 1930 which is a sort of manual in favour of sex education.
L'Ami du Clerge decleure that up till today the French catholics have not
possessed axiy work of this kind and that it fills a gap. The same review
reoonmends warmly F. W. Foerster's book, "Sex Morality and Sex Pedagogic"
which has just appeared in translation at Bloud and Gay^s book shop and
which seems to it (the review) to be inspired by the methods by which the
Church has tried to regulate the sex life*
Non-catholic literatxure seems to concentrate around two positions,
one positivist and biological, the other which faces the problem, from the
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political and ethnical point of view. Let us cite some important
works: "Sex Education," Paris 1930; a book of philosophical decision,
of important bearing, but enctxaobered }ay too abundant scientific terms*
Dr. Duval-Amould, "Tho Maladies Which Destroy the Family," Paris, 1930,
basically scientific and Christian in inspiration* Freer and more detached
from moral consideration is the attitude of Prof* Pierre Vachet who summed
up thus his ideas at the fourth congress of the World League for Sex Re-
form (Vienna, 1930): To give the sex instinct the utmost liberty possible
and to suppress constraint as far as possible*
In his work, "Sex Politics" M. Fabre-Luce faces the problem from the
point of view of the collective interests of the state, of the family, and
also of the individual. He recommends a regulation of the sex life by the
means of prophylaxis. It is not immoral to associate with every irregular
sex act a right of disinfection which frees it from false idealisation.
Monsieur Fabre-Luce doesn't fail to see the dangers of premature sex
education which risks giving out fewer precepts than ideas, of exciting
the c\iriosity which one wished to teaoh and of bringing about a premature
and artificial awakening of the sex life* Fabre-Luce would like to see
sex education intrusted to those who are called upon to direct secondary
studies or even to those who must en^loy young men in the office or work
shop*
What will be the basis of this education in the circles which sire
deprived of the forces of love and fear which religion entertains. It is
necessary, says the author, to civilire the instinct by subordinating it
to the care of pl^sical health to feeling of honor. Here is the program
of action proposed by the Fabre-Luce: Guidance of the institution of
faiaily protection, not towards a blind population of the coxmtry, but
popularisation of hygiene and development of the anti-venereal struggle*
c
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Extension, unification, reorganisation, of French hygiene
education of the public and of doctors, increase in interest tfidcen
in the sinti-venereal struggle, reaction against the spirit of legality,
prophylactic inertia and moral hypocrisy.
Ill
If in pedagogy sociology is important to dictate the ends smd
biology to regulate hygiene, it is psychology which is left as a basis
of educational technique. The mental deyelopment of the child has been
the object of important works, although less numerous thein in Germany,
England, and America* Let us remember the first great works of pedagogical
psychology: Binet, "Knew Ideas about Children", 1911; Simon, "The Child's
First Two Years"; Claparede, "Psychology of the Child and Experimental
Pedagogy."
Among recent publications we must mention especially the two works
of Mendousse, "L'ame de I'adolescent" (third edition, 1924),^ and "L'ame
de I'adolescente (Aloan, 1928) .
Up to the beginning of the 20th century, the psychology of the
adolescent remained surrovinded by vague generalities and abstractions*
Mendousse attempts a synthesis of concrete elements and general ideas which
is to prepare the way for future analyses* His method is not that of the
American pedagogy* He attributes little importance to the raw facts, but
much to the ideas and general truths which they suggest. It is not the
number of facts and observation, the multiplicity of tests which matters,
but their intrinsic values on the interpretation which the wise man gives
them. The true experience is not that which one provokes, but that which
one surprises* Mendouse distrusts the processes of analysis and measure
which we owe to the works of Binet and his school, which are fitted perhaps
to the study of children, in whom individual elements play most often only
a secondary role. '<Vhen one wishes to study adolescence, one must distrust
1* "The Mind of the Adolescent Boy."
2. "The Mind of the Adolescent Girl."
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tests and meastarements. The psychic life is too essentially qualitative
for a metrical scale of intelligence or a rea<fy^-reckoner of instruction,
to permit one to appraise exactly the mental value of a pupil.
In this domain more than in any other, the geometric spirit is notoriously
insufficient. The works of Mendousse do not lend themselves to summary
amalysis. Let us retain here a few essential points concerning the
psychology and pedagogy of the adolescent during the pre-pubesoent period
which comes generally in boys at the age of 13 or 14. The individual is
characterised by chaotic and unstable state in which all the tendencies of
it appeeuring in t\im try themselves out, grow strong, and fade out. Do
there exist for this period any educational procedvires that sure particularly
to be recommended. Mendousse puts the educator on his guard against the
idea of depending upon the observations which he makes in regard to children
of this age. Everything here is provisory and ephemeral ; it is above all
the age of ingratitude. The wisest plan is to abstain from every immediate
effort education, instruction is enough of itself. The mai^-sided culture
deeu* to Herbart may be undertaken with so much the more facility as the
mind accepts and takes in, in turn, all the most vsuried ideas. From the
point of view of the formation of character, the individual needs to be
left to himself. The future personsdily will stand out so much the better
the more one avoids giving a false direction to tendencies which from their
beginning, in virtue of their own spontaneity, might have developed in quite
a different direction*
On the contrary, during adolescence, clearly characterised attempts
will be made in the most diverse directions. Their variety, their richness
smd especially their incoherence will furnish the educator a most interesting
field of action. Adolescence begins with puberiy, which is characterized
less by the acquisition of new faculties than by a sometimes radical change
ce
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of the relations between the already existing elements* The child
ceases to be in connection with the outer world. He begins to consider
beneath his digni-ty the pleasure and interests of childhood, while adult
life with its rivalry, its ambitions, its practical suid speculative
interests, seems to him as if destined to demand henceforth all his
energies. Mendousse draws fron these facts a few pedagogical conclusions:
Adolescence has more need of training than of instruction. It is at the
moment of puberty that the treatment of the grown functions may have best
or worst effect. This concerns in the first case the sex life. According to
Hendousse, the least intelligent and the least moral of all the attitudes in
this question would consist in studying it by preterition (historical suaaly-
sis). Parents and educators who believe that they ought to systematically
close their ^es or repress in yoxmg minds every thought referring to this
sort of idea, commit the veritable crime against the moral and physical
health of the men of tomorrow and risk closing to them perhaps forever the
meaning of the great problems of which love alone is the surest key. For
Mendousse, one of the best guarantees of conduct is the common education of
the two sexes. In spite of danger which it brings, it would be better to
risk these dangers than the too-frequent failures of the highest physical
and mental potentialities which segregation may bring about.
Every pedagogical method will have to be useful, will have to submit
to a certain number of conditions of which the following are the most
i]q>ortants to leave to children enough liberie and to inspire in them enough
confidence so that they will not hesitate to show in their conduct their most
secret thoughts, to exercise over their minds a continuous influence deep
enough so that the desire of the approval of respected teachers may crush
the tmconfessible tendencies before they have tsiken shape and contributed
by action to the formation of the manly character. To keep a close watch
t
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upon the least symptoms revealing the awakening of a disposition
not yet sxispeoted in Hie subject, to bring it out if it is good into
the full life of consciousness, to fortify it by ordinary consideration
in pedagogy, by reasons drawn from the very personality of the pupil and
especially "by suiting it to corresponding action; to wear it out if it
is bad, by all the means of distraction until the time, alweys near, when
it will be corered by a new tide of the vital current. To favour by
all means in all domains, the spontanie-ty of the adolescent. To use
constraint only in a measure where he wouldn't rtse of himself to ainiarun
of knowledge, streng-Ui, and morali-ty without which "tiie adult would remain
below his status as a man and his social function.
Does that mean that Mendousse considers as superflisnce said dangerous
the constant intervention of the educator? To the contrary, his final
conclusion is a fervent defense of education of the will and character*
The adolescent profits by his knowledge and notions acquired only if they
have become tendencies, that is to sg^, sources of movement and emotion
as well as of reason, so that the most learned masters will vainly pour
out on their young hearers torrents of eloquence, poetry, science, and
xooraliiy. If one leaves, at the same tine, to the smonymous influences,
to the circle in which he lives, the care of giving a meaning to the vague
and constantly renewed desires which torment the mind of the older pupils,
one risks on the one hand, bringing them to see in their studies only
scholastic exercises; on -the other hand, letting their soul shape itself
after the mind of the mob; since only the instinct long consolidated are
suggested and encouraged, to the exclusion of tiie fragile tendencies,
but whi<di the better pass mediocrity. Now if all progress is made by
chosen natures, by variations that ewe at first individual, the vulgarity
of the influences - to which our children are subjected at t^e age "par
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excellence'* of vuriation - must be counted among the most pwrerful
forces of regression, without doubt, the higher natures finish by
advancing, but besides the fact that they would have taken it at least
as well if they had been aided by vigilant ceire, we must not forget that
education has for an aim the elevation of the mediocre to the level of
the elite and that it is on mediocre that it leaves the deepest imprint
and as these meet most often on the mental capital acquired during
eulolescence, it is found in the last result « that the value of a nati<n
varies in prqportLoa to the simi of devotion that one expends on its youth.
In his second work, "The Soul of Adolescence" Girl, Mandousse followed
the saae methods. He owes his view of the adolescent soul to observations
made in rath^ chance fashi<m and without alweys having recourse to the
scientific material of tests and statistics. He has gathered a mass of
docxments, several hundreds of letters, twenty»two intimate diaries,
numerous answers to questionnedres and investigations. Most of these
documents concern pupils of secondary instruction; Mendousse Justifies his
limitations that in the case of children of the less cultivated circles,
there prevails the collective mentality of circle; then that the intellectual
training which the pupils of the Lycees undergo, permits -Oie character to
develop better according to its own laws. One may doubt of the foimdation
of this thesis and of its consequences in method. To avoid all argumnt,
Hendousse would have done better to specif^ his title and to announce &
study of the soul of the cultivated adolescent girl.
It is impossible to follow the author in detail in his descriptions
and analyses. All that we can do here is to outline the general trend
and the main points of the picture. Mendousse examines the young girl
from the moment when she distingtdshes herself from the young man, that
is to say fx*om all years of age, when appear the first troubles annoxxacing
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puberty. The new traits which appear are a rebellious spirit,
a tendency to contradiction, aversion for former taste, 8usceptibili"ty
emd turbulence, tendency to talk, the awakening of -tdie first lores and
friendships*
At last toward the fourteenth year appears the great crisis of
development, which is puberty; irtiat interests us here is the pedagogical
problecis which it raises. Mendousse emphasises the necessity of prudent
and tactful infitruction. Who will take charge of it? Neither the mother
nor the father nor the plysioian offer sufficient gueurantees for it accord-
ing to the aathor it would take an educated woasian living in sympathy with
young girls whose heart, still young and affectionate, could give to the
most abstract notion a character both of fanininity and maternity. As to
the work of education proper, it follows from the analysis of Mendousse
that pedagogical intervention will always remain as an auxiliary on
account of the diversity of the individiml cases and of the possibility
of generic states being completely denatured by the personal attitude of
such and such a one. Besides, the brevity of fenale adolescence does
not permit as methodical educational training as that which may be given
to bqys. As long as the critical time lasts, the essential thing is to
lead Mie adolescent girl to ccme out of herself by interesting her in
some absorbing occupations or in questions which oblige her to fom her
thou^t on recognized values. Intellectual work especially acts as a
marvelous sedative.
Prom fifteen to seventeen, the loystery of the feminine soul is more
obscure than ever and more difficult to direct; for the polished surface
of their intelligence reflects equally all ideas without any succeeding
in rooting themselves there. Hates and loves are on the surface. At
heart one single being interests them, to knovr themselves. Selfishness,
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hardness, foolishness scanetioes characterize many among them and
here we touch one of the most obscure probloas of the feainine soul:
in truth, most adolescence can pass suddenly from selfishness to
deToticu. The life of the affection is not subaissive like tiie intel-
ligence to the principle of non-contradiction and inconsciousnesses in
which
€taotion predominates, the most direrse aims, the most opposite
impressions may melt together in the confused unity in one and the aesne
synthesis* I^ost of the mental maladies of woman hare for a cause
troubles of the emotional life* It is necessary that progressire select! osi
should fix into sosne durable feelings the uncertain traits of adolescence
eind sensibilities*
In three important chapters, Mendousse, analyzes in turn, the
romantic spirit, the mental plastioi-ty and the goreming motives of the
young girl* His practical conclusion is summed up thust the nature of
the adolescent girl implies physical and mental laws whose s^plicaticn
imposes itself as a du^ on erery rational pedagogical organization* The
educaticn of adolescent girls must be different frcm that of adolescent
boys. The essential in the instructioa will be to familiarize the thoughts
of -the pupil with the "^rpioftl feelings, the remarkable personages, the
ideal forms of life, in short, with the objects which hare the double merit
of satisfying the need of dream and maotion and of directing it towards
the best in nature and htmanity* The combination of female education with
male educaticn may develop in the wcman an extreme individualism which
is often only an intellectual form of selfishness* The most liberal edu-
cation declares Mendousse may turn against its principle to the point
that certain intellectual wc«nien draw from it only the foraula of their
instincts and the Justification of their most absurd desires* In ax^
case, it is anti-physiological and anti -social to train young girls for
the hunt for position and to prepare them all for sitiwitians which can
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be only the lot of the miziox*l'ty. By these oonolusions Mendousse
allies himself with the ideas of Rousseau and Michlet on the role and
education of uroioen. His work is perhaps the most important contribution
to the pedagogical psychology of recent years.
From the point of view of the method rather literary, intuitive
and personal, we must range in the same category the work of Paul
Bernard "How One Becomes an Educator", published 1929, It intends to
be a simple collection of brief and modest studies on a few aspects of
school life. However, a general doctrine comes out which is summed in
five propositions, (1) Pedagogy, which is both science and art of
ediKjation is nothing else at bottoaa, but cosamon sezise, guided by
psychology enlightened by tradition fertilising the personal ojcperience
of the teachers, (2) Among the means of action and iHns motives which
educators may employ, it is important to give the leading place to
interest, curiosity, sources of attention, and principles of the active
method, (3) The training of the pupil demands knowledge at the child,
the centre of our scholastic world around whom everything gravitates
to whose measure everything is composed and ordered in the programs
and methods of intellectual and moral tredning. (4) The training of
the teacher is the main thought of our institution and our slogan might
be "teacher first", YThat the workman is liorth, most usually the work
is worth, A strong personality, knowledge that is exact and more widely
extended than one tells, a trained self possession, a passion for exact-
ness are the qualities which define the teacher who is likely to exercise
a wor-Ui while influence over his px:q?il8, (5) The priiaary school must be
organized adapted to the circle of life and to living circumstances,
springing minds and consciousnesses.
Beside ttie science of pedagogy there has developed an education
a technique which bzlngs in a kizig of mechanics to the service of
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"Educational Technique** which is a collection of articles concerning
in the first place the technical bases of moral education; the second
part gives a general outlook on the pedagogical mov-ement in modem
literature*
When one ^eaks of educational technique with a scientific basis,
it would be ungrateful not to mention the works of the promoter koA
creator of scientific French pedagogy, Alfred Binet, to whom ?• L*
Bertrand has just de'voted a long and profound study i Alfred Binet and
his work (1930) with a complete bibliography of the work of Binet.
Justice has not always been done to him by the authorities he was
misunderstood because he showed himself often severe towards official
education. As far as the teachers were concerned, he underwent the fate
of all pioneers; he was neglected by some, opposed by others, followed
emd understood by a few; he did not know the ocnsecration of the learned
profession. Nei'ther at the Sorbonne nor at the College de France was
his candidacy received. For 17 years, he was able to carry on a modest
laboratory of applied psychology endowed with 700 francs. His work
came almost exclusively from personal labour, carried on outside of edl
his teaching cares.
Binet began by passing under the influence of pathological psychology
under Charcot. His first book, the ''Psychology of Reason, experimental
researches in l^notism, marks an epoque in the history of French
psychology. It is the first work of p^chology founded upon experimental
researches in hypnotism. For some years, Binet gives himself up to
clinical studies. He published in 1887 ''Animal Magnetism". In 1892»
''Alterations in Personality" which are a collection of clinical facts
and psychiatry. In 1894 he founded the "Psychological Year" which maxics
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th9 beginning of his properly psychological production with the
work that is out of print, "Introduction to Experijnental Psychology",
an expose of the method of Binet which is at the same time as method-
ology of scientific pedagogy. In 1900 Binet founded with F. Buisson
the Free Society for the Psychological Study of the Child whicii became
the Society Alfred Binet after the death of the latter. The great work
of Binsty his masterpiece, which marks an epoqtie in modem psychology,
the "Experimental Study of Intelligence" appeared in 1903. It is an
application of e:q>erimental methods to the higher functions of the mind
which assures to this stuc^ enough precision and control to give it a
scientific value* Binet comes out against the German me'ttiods of Wundt
and restores to a place of honour, introspection which must be both
subjective and objective, Binet arrives at the qualitative analysis of
intellectual tyjpes which he has admirably applied to his tvro dau^ters,
giving up the idea of the psychology of the elements, to replace it 'by
the idea of the psychology of types, anticipating thus the efforts of
Spranger who established a pi^chology of structure.
The conclusions of this book constitute a fine lesson in modesty,
patience and vigilance, Bizist makes fun of the American method of
statistics which give nothing by mediocre results, because it takes more
into account the number of accounts than their values, "Mental Test
means nothing of itself, its value depends on the time I have been able
to give to it and the intuitions to which it leads. When I have departed
from this method, I have wasted my time. All anonymous tests must be
rejected. One must prefer an experiment on people whose character
and existence are known to us. Then Binet establishes as a rule that
single isolated experiences remains doubtful. It is the agreaaent of
several parallel researches which fixes the right interpretation.
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Bluet protests against the eiaplaynent of terminology which is
a game rather than soignee*
He was -the first in France to stuc^ wii^ scientific netiiods the
psycholo^ of evidence. Besides a work on metaphysics, the soul and
the body, it was his book entitled, "Modern Ideas about Children,
published the year of his death, which won him popularity in pedeigogical
circles, Binot proclaims the primary of training orer education. He
demands as an essential condition of educational work the knovrledge of
the child, that i s to say, individual psychology, and even a childish
anthropology, for the child is a specific being who claims a particular
treatment
•
Among the monographs of the experimental pedagogy of the Binet
School, let us mention Thomas Simon, "Bxpcrimental Pedagogy** (1924)
which studies according to the methods of Binet the phenomina of writing,
reading, end spelling. Simon does ozily perhaps what all teachers do when
they seek to know the conditions in which school work is developing; only
his procedures are technical, systematic and logical and may furnish a
surer basis to tha general conclusions*
We must grant a place apart to a work which is inspired by methods
both experimental and intuitive and vdiich starting from clinical and
pathological observation leads to a normal p^chologlcal pedagogy; I mean,
Henri Mignon, "Psychological Education of Childhood" (Paris 1930), wi-tii a
preface by Paul Bourget. The author is one of the best p^chiatrists of
today and by his work as a doctor he has been lead to observe the in-
fluence that education exercises on all forms of psychasthenia, he has
understood that the most effective psychotherapie is always the edvieation
of mental powers*
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How much more powerful will be then, a judicious educa-ttcn
given to soul-powers as yet vmtouohed by sickness*
Mignon pleads for psychological education* What does he mean
by that? There are as many kinds of education as forms of hvooan
actiri-tyi physical education takes care of the body, intellectual
education forms the mind, moral education, the will* Outside these
domains there remains a collection of psychical functions such as our
sensations, our affections, our emotions, our feelings, our imaginaticns
and so f ortiti which permits a training or a defomlng the consegaences of
whidi are most important. Hence the necessity of joining to child-
culture, psycho-culture, a new science to which the work of Migion is added*
How shall one cultivate the soul of the child? Mignon distinguishes
a laic and religious form of this education. The first is given by the
home circle, the family, the street, the school. The seocnd by the priest.
Edvication must begin in the cradle where already is foming the rudaments
of conscious t the author recanmends young mothers to watch over the
nursixig of the child and not to let the child play with the breast, not
to let it go to sleep on the breast* It is to be feared according to
Freud that the first sensations and perception of touch joiay be alreac^ the
outline of the sensuality and sexuality which must not be awakened before
their psychological time. The author makes an analogous observation as
to the function of elimination which gives rise sometimes to voliq>tuous
sensations, the frequent origin of little sexual vices.
With the awakening of the emotional life arise more complicated
problems accordix^ to Mignon, it is the sense of hearing ndiich first
awakened the emotional life. It is proper then, to give particular at-
tention to the hearing and to avoid especially provoking fear in the
child, fear, the daughter of the emotions and the great scirge that can
poison the soul-life. Never frighten a baby, even by laughing, even In
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play, even for f\m, even to train it. This principle is at the base
of psychological training*
Apropos of the training of intelligence and will, Mignon repeats
the instruct! 0X1 of Jean Jacques Rousseau: by e:qpe]rience and by example
distrust the virtue of obedience] '^You must leave the greatest liberty
possible." It makes for brutality in discipline and recommends t^e fol-
lofring principle: A hand of iron in a velvet glove*
The chapter devoted to puberty is of exceptional importance; the
author pleads for as early a sex edtxcation as possible; even after the
age of puberty, the young people need a careful and comprehensive guidance
from parents and teachers, for it is at this age that psychic and moral
troubles are the most contagious* But psychological education, says he,
is a science "which they have never taught*
As to the infliience which really religious educaticn may exercise
on psychical development, Mignon devotes to it the second part of his
book. He is inspired by a confidence which a priest made to him one day,
Y/e priests, we know only too little when we speak from the desk, when we
catechise, when we hear confessions, the quality of the minds of those
who listen to us. We are only too ignorant that in the midst of our flock
there are a nxmber of weak sheep whom a single word msy strike and shatter
for life. Who shall teach us, -mho will warn us? Experience witiiout
doubt, but at whftt a price I We should know better all that special
psychology of which most of our priests are still ignorant*
Mignon faces frankly the dangers of poorly conducted religious
education and seeks remedies that permit one to make real progress. His
developments which have met with the approbation of ecclesiastdoal
authorities deserve to be thought over by evei^ priest itfio has the charge
of souls. The book ends ¥rith a chapter on the psycho-pedagogical prepar-
ation of the priest from -ohich two practical conclusions ere drawn*
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It is necessary to reeiiforce the psychological studies "by adding to
them some notion of p^chological pathology. The priest muBt receive
an education as educator and director of conscience*
CONCLUSION
Before concluding this general survey, which has been of necessity
incanplete, hasty, provisional, it seems useful to recall a work of
wider scope, which forms a sort of frame of pedagogical knowledge* There
is in the first place, -tiie book of Dwelshauwersi "Contemporary French
Psychology, (1920), "tlie fourth chapter of which takes up -the work of the
founders of scientific psychology Taine, Ribot and Tarde, and selects
among the psychologists who have adopted and developed ths methods of
Ribot, three authors who, each in his way, have seemed representative
of the most original tendencies of this kind of psychology i for the
method the experimental method, properly called, A Binetj for the
pathological method, Pierre Jamit; for the method of observation and
analysis, Paulhan; it is then, the work of Claparade, "The Psychology
of the Child" which gives an excellent survey of the movement of ex-
perimental pedagogy.

CHAPYBi VIII
SKCOKD/JRY EDUCATIOM FOB GIRLS
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SECOin)ARY EDUCATION FOR GIRLS
Little wes done by \my of education for girls in P^anc©
other than in private sschools, before the nineteenth centtjry.
Thus it was that secondai^y education for girls vras largely
in the hands of the Ghnrch.
Since 1890 female education has gradually approached the
standard of male instruction. Complete equality has not yet
been attained, but ^th an Identical curriculum and. similar
examinations in the offin c it is nearin«; realizaticwn.
Prance has never sanctioned co-education • With public
control of educr-tion for girls, mixed clnsses are beginning to
appear. This ic especially true in small communes where it
exists as an economic necessity,
Prcince is ler.rnlng many things about co-edtication and
aeny of her fcrrs in re^prd to it r.re finding themselves
without fo"aidation and the trend is toward more co-education.
Tn his paper instruction de la Jeime fille dans
1 Gnsclcnemert public en Prp'"ce^*' Monsieur J. T>rosch of
Toulotise has given a rather comprehensive survey of the
educttlon of girls in France, Believing thnt a resuine of the
paper r.O'ild not do it Justice, the writer has included in the
follorring pages his translation of MonsieTir Dresch»8 article*
€
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L* Instruction de la Jeime fille dans 1 ' enseignement public en Freinoe
par J. Dresoh, Toulouse
A Exuropean fact suad one which is almost world-wide is the increas-
ingly large place which the young girl is taking in the field of
education. In France the ground had been prepared since the beginning
of the twentieth century; but, under the pressure of circumstances, of
which one of the most important was the weur of 1914 — 1918, the problem
of education of the young girl came more and more to the attention of
public authority*
Up to the last third of the nineteenth century this question did
not appear to be the object of government interest. When, after the
revolution of 1830, the official primary instruction of boys was organized,
no reform was put forth for the education of young girls who remained
entrusted to the sisters of the orders. It was necessary to wait until
1867 to see minister Dtirx;Qr order that communities having more than five
hundred inhabitants must provide primary instruction for young girls,
always with the cooperation of the orders.
In 1879 a law created in principle for each department a Normal School
for Men Teachers and Normal School for Women Teachers, in order to assure
of comimmal men teachers and women teachers. It is then, only when primary
instruction for young girls becomes laic that it is at the same time
obligatory euxd free.
Some primary superior establishments were founded little by little
for young girls as well as for yoxmg boys; they enter it on leaving the
commxmal school, when they have obtained the certificate of primary
elementary studies. In the primary superior school they complete their
general education; they specialize in certain fields (post-office,
agriculture, commerce, industry, domestic economy); they prepare them-
c
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selves for the Normal School for Women Teachers; sonetimes they are
even able to go as far as the superior diploma which permits them to
become mistresses of schools*
More eoid more numerous and more and more frequently, the primary
superior schools for young girls are at present enjoying a very important
part in the life of the nation. Together with the colleges for boys,
some colleges for girls have joined themselves, under the direction, with
the primary superior schools. Certain courses are common to the two cata-
gories of students (college and the primary superior school), although the
instruction remains fvuadamentally different. In principle, the catagory
of the college must be impartial, that of the primary superior school must
be more practical; but these necessities of existence have considerably
brought together today the two forms of education. On the other hand.
Technical Instruction which has been greatly developed in France for some
years (especially since the direction of technical instruction has been
turned over to the Minister of Public Instruction) , tends to create equally
for young girls schools more particularly practical which make them fitted
quickly for euaswering the needs of modern society*
Secondary Instruction for young girls has been organized more slowly
than primary instruction.
The nineteenth century found it still almost entirely in the hands
of the Church. Some laic classes had been formed here and there,
institutions and boarding schools for young girls; but no official establish-
ment was in existence*
A first attempt was made by minister Diiruy, when he instituted in
1867 at the Sorbonne some public courses of secondary instruction for
young girls. The attempt failed before the resistance of the clergy.
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In 1879 these oovirses did not niunber more than 128 pupils* Similar
courses were held only in five cities of France.
The law of December 21, 1880 (The Law of Cajville See) was necessary
in order that feminine education, both primary and secondary, might be
established, A short time eifter the creation of departmental normal
schools, a Superior Normal School, destined to furnish teachers for the
lycees and College of young girls, was founded at Sevres"^, in 1881.
How well this new orgemization met the need of the moment, the
rapid development of feminine secondary establishments was not slow in
proving itl Some figures show it without difficulty.
One counts:
in 1890, 24 lyoees, 26 colleges, 38 secondary courses, total 88
in 1913, 51 lycees, 82 colleges, 55 secondary courses, " 188
in 1928, 72 lycees, 94 colleges, 39 secondary courses, " 205
and the nxomber of young girls attending these establishments rose to:
10,900 in 1890, 38,588 in 1913, 53,500 in 1928.
The secondary courses for young girls are institutions in which
the State consents to pay for the functionaries. They are considered
as colleges in the making. In order to become colleges they must have
at least sixty pupils*
The communal colleges for young girls are under regime analogous
to that of the boys, in regard to the personnel and financial management.
An agreement is signed between the commune emd the State.
The lycees for young girls, i^ich depend only on the State, (save
sometimes for the boarding-school managed 1^ the municipalities) enjoy
as do the lycees of the boys, a certain budgetary freedom. They are ad-
ministered by a directress assisted by a woman treasurer, xinder the control
of a Council of Administration.
1. Sevres is located in Freuace
Ci
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Little by little feminine education has tried to approximate
masculine education. Still today there is no identiiy. But this
approximation has been greatly increased during recent yeaxs. It is
to trace this movement that the following part of our study will be
particularly devoted:
This evolution has been well summed up by M, Richard in his book
on "Instruction in France". Here is what U. Richard wrote in 1925:
"The primative programs worked out in 1881 « anticipated only a normal
cycle of five years of almost impartial studies « in which dead languages
were excludedj and at the end of which the young girls were able to obtain^
by way of an inside examination (an exasiination given in the school by
the school), the Diploma of Secondary Studies. This diploma carries
with it a thorough enoxigh culture, but it was almost destitute of
practical semction and did not give the right of soliciting university
courses given by the Facultes.^ But social conditions more and more obliged
young girls to seek a means of independent livelihood and to fit themselves
for careers now opened, up to this time reserved for young men. Conse-
quently, for the past twenty years or so the number of those who were pre-
paring at the time for the diploma or the baccalaureate, with or without
Latin, did not stop increasing rapidly. In order to satisfy the wishes of
the families, one had to organize here and there, in the lycees and col-
leges, some optional courses in Latin. But the programs for the diploma
and those of the baccalaureate were far from being identical and too often
it resulted in a regrettable over-working on the part of the candidate.
Thus a very pressing change of opinion manifested itself in the University
and in the country in favor of a union, as complete as possible, of the
two secondary instructions, masculine and feminine."
1. The Facultes corresponds to our Amerioem college.
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"The prcMQised refom is in view of realization. From now on,
for six years, the young girls will follow a common program of French,
living languages, sciences, history, geography, emd design. Some, like
the boys, -will be prepared for the baocalatireate, with or without Latinj
others, who will be destined for the diploma, will study more especially
the subjects of instruction peurtioularly feminine (domestic science,
manual arts, music) and will follow some complementary courses in eincient
and foreign literatures, psychology and ethics,"
Up to the present, there exists in some lycees special divisions,
where the pupils granted a diploma who are destined for education, prepare
themselves either for the superior normal school of secondary instruction
at Sevres, or the superior normal school of primary instruction at
Fontenay-aux-Roses, literary or scientific sections, or for the normal
school of technical instruction. In the future, some classes in nsathonatios
or philosophy will be inaugurated, where the need of them will be felt, to
prepare the candidates for the second part of the baccalaureate,"
In regard to religious instruction, the rule is the same in the schools
of young girls and boys* schools; it is explained in the decree of December
24, 1881
t
"Article 1.—In the public establishments of secondary instruction,
the wish of the father of the family will alweys be consulted and follcwred
in matters which concern the participation of their children in education
and in religious practices,"
Article 2.—Religious instruction will be given by the ministers of
the various sects within the portals of the establishments, outside of
class hours,"
tc
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It results from what preoedes that feminine secondary education
supports two methods actually Tery distinct. One conforms to the old
idea of feminine education: impartial culture, but without Latin or Greek,
general education, accomplishment. The other tends to open to women many
positions which up to this time seemed reserved for young men*
This evolution has not been accomplished without conflicts or
difficulties. Public opinion has followed it closely and has taken part
for or eigainst it. In spite of setbacks it appears finally to sanction
the reform, the prepeiration of the baccalaureate which corresponds to the
education of boys* schools and which opens the doors of the Facultes,
tries to be victorious in the preparation for the diploma of secondary
studies*
Inside the establishments for young girls, there is the same organ-
isation and discipline as in the lycees for boys. The regime of the board-
ing-school, day-school, tuition fees, agreement of scholarships, super-
vision; all are the same. Study-master a great many of whoa possess ranks
of superior education (certificates of license and diplomas of superior
studies) , direct and aid the pupils in their work; house matrons live with
them in the dormitories and dining-halls. Just like the housenoasters of
the lycees and colleges for boys, tiiese house-matrons are considered
officers after a period of one year; they enter the ranks of secondary
instruction*
This new feminine instruction, corresponding to that of the boys,
since it could not be organised at the same time in all important cities,
one was able to accomplish it early thanks to boys* establishments. Thus
it is, to avoid creating a class in philosophy or in elementary Btftthanatios
in the lycees or feminine colleges, that the young girls have been permitted
to enter these classes in the boys* schools already existing* This suction
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was not taken without provoking some uneasiness.^ The fears which
were expounded were not justified) the experiences in this matter in
other countries would hare been able to show this. There is in this
a principle for emulation and some new reasons for discipline freely
wished for and consented to. The young girls, more studious than the
yovmg b<:^s, very often try for a victory over them in their daily work
and in their tests which are customary in our institutions. Boys find
themselves obliged to apply themselves more earnestly; at the same time
they feel themselves bound to be more polite than they ordinarily are
among themselves. Nevertheless, certain of the better provinces accept
still only with regret this common education of boys cmd girls.
The experiment having succeeded in the upper classes was little by
little extended to all sections of the lyoees and colleges, in the cities
where there was no feminine secondary school. It has been the case since
the ministerial letter of February 4, 1930, which nevertheless carries an
Important reservation in it. In order not to encourage free feminine in-
struction, it has been the rule, if the group of young girls reaches
fif'fy units, the ci1y must consent with the State to create a secondary
co\irse for young girls. One insists on reserving for feminine instruction
its ovrn establishments and in important centres, they already possess
classes in philosopi^ and mathematics.
Since the same studies axe pursued in the masculine and feminine
schools, it was natural that the Superior Normal School of Ulm Street
should open its doors to young girls as well as young men. It has been
the rule for some years. Many of the candidates take part in the coani>e-
titions in the section of the sciences or in the section of letters; one
or two generally enter in each of these sections.
1. The French have always been much opposed to co-education so much so
that ten years ago it could arouse a lively debate in any class of
university students, -American summer students have long since tired of
discussing the subject*
fc
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Another innovation very recent, for it dates from 1930, is that
young girls have access to the "concours general" (general assembly).
People know what this assembly is so peculiar to our French education
and showing its united strength} it permits pupils of the higher classes
in all the lycees and colleges of Prance and of the colonies to contest
one another in a free composition, a formal compositian, or a translation
from a foreign language into French; the prise -winners are recompensed
in a solemn distribution of the prizes which the President of the Republic
is pleased to present. Up to last year, the schools for young girls had
not contested. After some hesitation they were permitted to enter the
toximament. The result proved that they were capable of furnishing
some prize -^winners and now and again those of the first rank*
The experiment is coooiplete. Young girls are fit, as well as young
men, for all the ed\acation of secondary instruction, as well in Greek emd
Latin as in mathematics and Philosophy, They have perhaps even more
rapid faculties of assimilation. The thing that is to be feared in this
intensive education, stimulated so much by examination, is overnvork.
The young girl lends herself to study with more ardour than the young
man, especially in the present age triien she is beset by social duties*
But this question of over-work applies to all secondary education. It
has been the object of a thoroxigh investigation ordered recently by the
Minister of Public Instruction, M. Marraud, The tendency in all in-
stitutions of leaxning is to reduce the hours of class and to cut down
the program. To enter into this question would be to depart from the
time of our study; it would be necessary in treating it, to point out a<m»
comparisons with the schedules and programs of instruction in foreign
countries. The peculiar thing to notice in Preince is that one does not
wish schedules which are too fvill because one insists that the pupil
c
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hare leisure time for reading and indiridual work in the study-hall,
if he is a boarding student, in his hoiae if he is a day-student*
The young girl is indeed in the act of making herself equal to
nan to enter into superior instruction*
The thing which opens the doors of superior instruction is aboTe
all the baccalaureate, first examination of superior instruction, that
is to say, provided it is admitted to the Faculty of Letters and Sciences
of the Ifoiversity, provided it is drawn yxp by the Deans and necessarily
directed by the teachers of superior instruction. This is an exajaination
outside of secondary instruction^ and not within the school as the diploooaa
for the completion of secondary studies of young girls. The nunber of
"candidats" (boy-candidates) and "candidates'* (girl-candidates) has
naturally increased each year with the number of pupils of the two sexes.
It has been necessary to multiply the number of class rooms and the groups
of examinations, to have a legion of examiners called, the baccalaureate
has suffered from this same ardour li^ich was used in winning it. Its
secular prestige has been affected. It still remains, however, the best
guarantee in judging the results of secondary studies. Beside it the
Universities permit some other ranks to associate, but it remains, save
for certain dispensations, the required measuring stick for obtaining the
"licence d'enseignement" (licence for instruction) and the highest honors
of all the Facultes. One understands the drawing-power which it has over
young girls.
Today they fill our Universities where they sometimes make up a
quarter or even a third of those enrolled.
It is for the Sciences and Letters that the feminine students seem
1. This examination for the baccalaureate corresponds to our College
Entrance Board Examinations.
1
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especially adapted* They often enroll in medicine, especially in
the section of Pharmacy, which appears to correspond closely to the
aptitudes of woman, to her qualities of order and precision. In the
sciences our industrial institutions attract them. But it is in
Letters that they are superior, especially in the sections of living
languages.
They come to the l&iiTersity for practical studies, but also for
studies of accomplishment, filled with the desire of instructing them-
selves which is fortunately increasing in the home of the young French
girl. Also a great many have the legitimate ambition of acquiring truly
higher education. There is also, a thing which is very rare, associate
women professors of law and of medicine, the personnel of high instruction,
from among which are recruited the professors of the Ihiiversities. One
of these associate women professors today teaches on the Faculty of
Medicine of Toulouse*
In the science there are still a few wcnien who have been able to
follow the illustrious example of Madam Curie, but in letters, where the
doctorate is the title which permits one to become a professor, one has
already seen more than one obtain "chairs in the Paoulte", English at
Lyon, German at Dijon are taught ly women holding the doctor's degree.
Still more numerous, in letters emd sciences, are the young women
who prepare for fellowships. Formerly there were fellowships reserved
for women, and there still exist four of them which are rightly feminine
i
in letters, history, mathematics, physical and natural sciences. Little
by little all loasculine fellowships have been opened to women (ministerial
decree of May 17, 1924). The number of those admitted to the examination
is limited, and it would permit women-candidates only if they proved them-
selves superior to the men-candidates. The situation has not presented
itself, I hasten to say; but more and more women are taking their place
among the chosen, especially in the fellowships of the living languages
(c
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(Snglish, German, Spanish),
With the felloirship having to assure a position to all the men and
women who are received into it« the consequence of this admission of
women in course reserved to men, is this; if there are no positions
for them in the feminine schools, they have the right to beccsae teachers
in the masculine schools"^. Formerly one often tvimed to men for in-
struction in the lycees and colleges of young girls. Now there is more
than one woman teacher in the boys' lycees and colleges. If, as usual^
one seeks to stop this procedure, one is pleased to learn that it does
not present a serious problem. A valuable woman imposes her authority
just as well in boys' schools as in girls* schools and laiows how to make
herself heard. One cannot only see this in the lycees and colleges but
also in the primary superior schools.
This so rapid transformation of feminine education meets a need
which is not peculiar to the French nation alone. Woman does not wish
to be equipped only for playing a social role, she desires to have a
^rt in highest educational degrees. Can she rise as high as man?
Some defiant souls are still in doubt. Let us not judge too quickly and
let us not censure this education under the pretext that up to now,
genius has manifested itself only very rarely in the case of woman. Even
if woman would content herself with going as far as possible in socieiy,
in education, or in her own home, the attainments which she has reached,
her education would not have been in vain. Her moral worth is not
diminished by clear thinking. On the contrary.
1. Until recent years an American woman teacher studying in Pi^oe said
nothing about teaching in co-educational schools if she desired to be
respected by her fellow students.
c
CHAPTER IX
-EDUCATION IN THE FRENCH COLONIES
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EDUCATION IK THE FRENCH COLONIES
The history of education in the French colonies is
very much like the story of education in the mother country.
The Church and the teaching orders ( congreganistes) , as in
France, were the original educators. The Church and the
"congreganistes" were firmly in control until after the Third
Republic was a certainty. Since that time, the secular system
has been displacing them.
In the colonies, the courses in modern French education
are the same for all French children. The courses for the
natives vary according to location. In some small communities
it is common to find French children on one side of the room
and native children on another, V/here the communities are larger,
separate schools for the colonists' children and the natives are
in evidence
,
"Widely separated as these possessions are, representing
totally different conditions as regards both the native in-
habitants and the French settlers, or colonists, they have
been brought under one general administration, following the
usual centralizing policy of the French government, A separate
ministry for colonial affairs was created in 1894, and a
general plan of local administration has been pursued in the
several colonies. There is a resident governor, or other chief
executive, in each who is assisted by an elected council,
representative government being encouraged where circiimstances
permit. The older colonies have representation in the French
legislature. Reunion Martinique , and Guadeloupe send each
one senator and two deputies; -^'rench India, a senator and a
deputy; Senegal Guiana and Gochin-China , a deputy each. The
remaining colonies are represented only in the superior council
of the ministry, "•••
1, Paul Monroe, "Cyclopedia of Education", Vol. II, p, 675
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Thus we see that organization of the colonies is
not altogether democratic. Democracy is further lacking
in education as far as the natives are concerned. It has
only been in recent years that natives have been educated
at all save a selected fev/ who were privileged to learn
French in order that they might be of use to the government
as interpreters.
Strangely enough the language problem has given the
French government no little concern. This problem is most
paramount, perhaps in African and Asiatic colonies. "Here is
a problem which dominates all the others which for some
time has been vigorously discussed, 'Shall the native schools
employ the language of the country or the language of the
mother country. Must one in Northern Africa, Madagasca,
give instruction in Arab, in Malga, in Animite, or in French?""^
Already in some colonies, the native language has been
adopted for elementary instruction. There are many interesting
arguments pro and con.
"Recently a pronounced tendency has shov/n itself in favor
of the native speech."^
Let us examine some arguments in favor of teaching French.
Once the classes are organized it will cost less to teach
French because in teaching the native language, it will be
necessary to take all the dialects, weld them into one and
make a written language. This v/ould not only take years but
its worth is doubtful since the native language is limited in
TT Georges Hardy, "Le problem de la langue vehiculaire dans
1' enseignement colonial." INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION REVIEV/
Vol. Ill (1931/32) pp. 442-449. -:c-Author ' s translation,
2. Same article as note "1"; Mr. Hardy's sentence in his
English resume.
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its pov/er of expression. It does not have modern ideas which
the French so beautifully expresses even though one's French
vocabulary may be limited, French is easily learned when
properly taught. Some argue that the native language might
sponsor revolutionary ideas and furthermore, the natives them-
selves want the French,
The arguments against the teaching of French and for the
teaching of the native language are also many. Let us look
at a few of them:
The natives do not possess a language intelligence which
makes them capable of ever learning the French sufficiently to
appreciate French culture and imbibe the French "esprit". Natives
never fully understand politics and if they read French many
wrong ideas about the government may be obtained from the reading
of political tracts, A misunderstanding of French politics may
lead to rebellion.
Thus the motherland has taken a few of the more intelligent
natives, taught them French. These in turn have taught the
native language to rulers of the French colonies. The masses
of the natives who have been educated, have been taught a
standardized native language and thus France has made her hold
on her territories most "secure".
It does not seem to the writer that Democracy is the slogan
of education in the colonies.

CHAPTER X
THE PLACE OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
IN FRENCH SECONDARY EDUCATION
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THE PLACE OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS IN FRENCH SECONDARY EDUCATION
In Chapter I, we endeavored to point out that France has
held her educational system responsible for her rise to pov/er
in prosperity and for her sorrows in disaster. Thus after the
World War we find her eager to promote international and lasting
peace through the medium of the League of Nations. She believes
that if the league is to have power and the respect necessary to
attain power, the young people of all nations must be familiar
with the principles and work of the League, They must be taught
the spirit of international cooperation and be made to realize
that this cooperation is the normal method of conducting world
affairs. International cooperation, however, "can be accomplished
if all join hands in the work and themselves give evidence of the
spirit which they desire to inculcate into others. The manner in
which this task presents itself is not the same in every case,
and teachers in different countries must necessarily carry it out
in different ways.""''
France believes that there are certain circumstances which
tend to facilitate her task in her particular taste. She claims
that she has inherited from a long line of ancestors a tendency
to interest herself in the aims and ideals of the League of
Nations. Peace has always meant the greatest prosperity for
France and the last world catastrophe has left not even the
faintest desire for another war. Past wars, excluding the World
War, have taught her that peace and security are necessary for
the advancement of her civilization and culture, "Moreover, as
the League has its seat at Geneva, a town which is partly French
1. Anna Amieux, "Instruction on the League of Nations in France"
League of Nations, Educational Survey, July 1929, p. 86.
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and situated very near our frontier, and as French is one
of the official languages used in the League's proceedings,-
this new institution is very real to us and very close in every
way."l
The appeal of the League is especially great to the young
people of France whose suffering, due to loss of family and
homes, the horrors and misery of war and the shattering of the
ideals of mankind, has instilled an ardent desire to make the
future better than the immediate past. The desire for peace and
security has gathered so great a momentum among the young people
that several societies for the comprehension of the scope of
the League's efforts and its ideals which are leading to inter-
national cooperation for the organization of world peace, have
been formed.
These society groups of young people have created a national
atmosphere which has tended to become more and more favourable
towards instruction in international ideals as a secondary school
requirement
•
In order to meet this requirement, it is essential that
France have teachers who are thoroughly familiar with the ideals
of the League and who are convinced of its importance and the
necessity of it being powerful. Admittedly such instruction
will take time, but to awaken interest and ever keep the ideals
of the League before the future rulers of France, the Ministry
of Education began, in 1920 to incl-iode instruction concerning the
League in the secondary school curricula. Teachers' associations
have adopted resolutions favouring international cooperation. The
1. Anna Amieux, Op. Cit., p. 86,
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movement is not confined to associations of state-controlled
schools alone, but is in evidence among teachers belonging to
private educational establishments.
In studying such an institution as the League of Nations,
an introduction of technical facts and ideas is paramount.
These necessary tools have been provided by means of a syllabus,
that is, there is a syllabus for each branch or division of
education; one for the lower elementary schools, one for the
higher elementary schools, one for the secondary schools, and
one for the universities. The rudiments are regularly given
in each division, believing that review is necessary and desir-
ing that none shall escape their contact. The League does not
yet occupy the prominent place that France hopes it will in the
near future, but already candidates for the primary school cer-
tificate and for the secondary school baccalaureate find them-
selves being examined on matters dealing with international
relations, international law, international arbitration, the
League of Nations and the World Court*
France has found it difficult to establish a course in the
curricula which would list International Relations as an individual
study. The reason is that she feels her school curricula are
already so full that it is not possible to make any further ad-
ditions. Thus the teachers in most cases find themselves bound
to give their pupils only what is definitely prescribed in the
syllabus. There are some, however, who, catching the spirit
more than others, try to interpret history not in terms of wars
and munitions, but to show the growth of civilization thriving
best when peace was the ruling influence. But if we are to
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"permeate all the child's surroundings" with the spirit
of international cooperation so that he is thoroughly imbued
with it, this spirit must find a place in his life in and out
of school; his education in it must continue after leaving
school.
This idea is well expressed by Anna Amieux in her article
which has been quoted before in this chapter:
"The systematic participation of the schools was secured
some years ago. It began with the campaign against books with
a warlike tendency and is being continued by the publication
in increasingly large numbers of primary and secondary school
text-books on history, geography, morality, civics, object
lessons and moral philosophy, written with a direct appeal to
the minds and hearts of children and young persons, and designed
to develop in them the spirit of international cooperation. There
is every reason to believe that the first constructive efforts
will become more numerous, that they will take a more definite
form and will gradually extend to the various subjects in which
instruction is given to pupils at different stages. As these
efforts progress, they will "bring about the creation in schools of
an atmosphere favourable to the teacher's attempts to inculcate
these new ideas, and also a gradual and inevitable change in the
character of the teaching as a result of a new classification of
the value of the various subjects, and of the priority which will
be assigned to those of universal interest. "^
Certainly such a program would mean no small Evolution.
The question that arises is, can this evolution be accomplished
without risk? The French believe it can be accomplished, but
the length of time necessary cannot be estimated. From the point
of view of the outsider, the task has been barely outlined, for
the foundations, iwhich are being built in slow continental manner,
are visible only in a few places.
In answer to the question, "Can this evolution be accomplished
without risk?", many questions arise, the replies to which will be
contributory to the solution. "Will young people of the post-war
generation, in view of the appeal made to them on every side,
succeed not only in acquiring the spirit of international co-opera-
tion but in retaining family and national traditions? Or will
1. Anna Amieux, Op. Git., p. 89,
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they insensibly abandon those traditions with all the
essential virtues, the intellectual and artistic wealth and
the v;ealth of sentiment inherent in those traditions? V/ill
they also be able to guard against a vague ideology which,
by causing them to abandon the severe and salutary discipline
of struggle—a necessary condition in life and progress—may
finally make them less capable of confronting and overcoming
difficulties and of taking an effective part in devising
equitable solutions?"^
The French themselves believe the task v/ill take a very
long time; but they are also firm in the belief that they have
a formula which will prove its worth. The risks, they claim,
can be avoided if we place the child in the natural environment
of his family and his country, in such a way that his growing
powers may expand into the larger circle, the circle of inter-
nationalism.
As a means of action, the French people have established
numerous associations for the education of young people in the
ideals of the League of Nations and the spirit of internation-
alism. Documents have been published for the benefit of teachers
and students in training colleges and other schools of learning.
Visual education by means of lantern slides and moving pictures
has been undertaken. Definite efforts have been made in regard
to internal relations. Exchange professorships and instructor-
ships with other countries has been undertaken by such organiza-
tions as the International Federation of Teachers » Associations.
Correspondence between children of different countries.
^
Exchange of pupils with the special opportunities offered by way
of scholarships and prizes to foreigners gives an understanding
1. Anna Amieux, Op. Cit., p. 89
2. The writer himself enjoyed a correspondence with a French boy
during his senior year in high school. Pictures of homes and
one's family were exchanged. Letters were written, partly in the
native language and in the foreign tongue,
3. Cf . APPENDIX A, pp. 4 & 7, in re to Mongolian and American
students at Lycee Michelet.
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obtained in no other way; it makes for a tolerance leading
to the international spirit.
With the above means available for the promotion of
internationalism, France is moving cautiously forward realizing
that she is not yet sure of herself. She wants to be a leader
in the League; she wants the coming generation to promote world
peace. Undoubtedly she would do even more in her promotion if
she could feel "secure".
c
CHAPTEli XI
TKE PHILOSOPHT OP B^KENCH SDUCAi'IOH

THE PIIILOSOPHY OF FREHCH EDUCATION
To have progropsed this far in a thesis on French
secondary education and not have £,ivon sone of the French
philosophy of education would not be possible, Nearly fill
the chapters? have contained aouie of the philosophical phases.
This is particularly true of chapters III and V, FREI^JH TRADITION
/vITD T^IE OLD KEC-IIIE and REFORI^ SINCE THE ViCRLD WAR.
As vre hEVc previously stated under the heading, FRENCH
Tf?/riTIO?I hWD THE OLD RE0II5E, the old philosophy was based
upon education for the elite. This ideal haj3 embodied a
trninin^r in a izind thoroughly disciplined and sensitized to
precise distinction. The French bolieve in thorougli training
and nastery of the subject matter, RegardlesD of the subject
taught, correct nnd precino French is roquirod \T3ietlior in oral
or written forni.
In the opinion of the writer, Jean Delvolvo (Toulouoe)
In hir. article, "la .Thilosophic do l^education Francaia©**
has vTritten a very interestir^ commentary on t'rench educational
philosophers, past and present. In the following j^ges the
writer submits his translation tiiis comiaontary which appeared
in Vol, III (1931/32), pa^^ea 325-337, of the II^TBRiiATIOllAL
EDUCATION RL"VIEW.
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF FRENCH EDUCATION
Jean Delvolve
The question asked under this title is certainly not to define
some ideal iype of education claiming xmiTersality, but still not more
to present simply an exact plan of the educational system of France today
nor even to set forth objectively alone the tendencies that are the
greatest or most powerful to be observed in modem French education. It
goes beyond the fact of the present and takes in the whole of the peda-
gogical problem involved in the conditions connected with the development
through the centuries of a reality which is called French Society or
"esprit francais" the question offers itself to the mind of a philosopher
who in this quality has the duty, not only to penetrate the meaning of the
historical development, but also to interpret it and to try as far as in
him lies to determine its future tmder the law of a universally human idea.
The task of a simple historian would have been mvuah easier and therefore
better suited to the powers of the order, I shall not however evade the
obligation of replying to the question such as it has been proposed to me
and I shall try to do it ly seeking to consider, from the point of view
and according to the spirit of ay country, some pedagogical truths followed
by all rational minds,
II
Every systaa of cdxKsation turns on two connected axes, spirit\»l
and social. From the spiritual point of view, pedagogy seirves the rise of
thought under its triple aspect, scientific, aesthetic, flmd philosophical;
its aspiration is virtually xmiversal. From the social point of view, it
serves the characteristic development of a national organism and may in
this sense became the instrxoaent of different ends suited to each orgajiism.
The two functions unite closely in mxitual reaction. The second bringing
r
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into the combination the principles of individual differencej the
social represents, in regard to the spiritual, a material setting,
point of action, as well as a factor of limitation and control*
Let us glance on the social development of French education. Overlooking
the obsciire aspect of ethnical characteristics, it is important above all
at this point to see in France the country in which, by the combination of
circimstances, modern western civilization was first developed. In the
province of the Gauls where Roman order and Roman culture had for a time
revived, the feudal reconstruction of the social tissue, then the recon-
struction of national unity took pla^e more quickly than elsewhere. These
conditions dominate, then, the social development of France and consequently
the characteristic construction of its educational system. In France as
in all western Europe education had for spiritual principles Christian
idealism filled wi-tdi the fruits of Hellenic speculation and also the direct
tradition of Graeco-Roman culture, culture founded on a system of reason
which was the result of the natural logic of the language from which it
derives its synthetic, aesthetic, and practical character; for social
principle the organisation of the domain around the chateau, its head and
centre, and the combination of feudal, ecclesiastic and communal elements
in atie development of the gem of nationality; but the French fact was that
on these principles, \mder the protection of a unified national order early
attained by the development of the royal power to a sufficient state of
stability, a culture had the time to develop that was not limited to
individuals or to casts, but was really infused into the mass of the social
body. Precocious FriLnoe, in spite of the inequalities of conditions and of
privileges, and in spite of the varieties of provinces and dialects was able
to en^ay as a whole, the flowering of this spiritual culture. In varying
degrees the French social body has known a time of maturity where from the
privileged nobility to the citizens, to the artisans, and even to the dull
r
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brain of the poasemts there penetrated some light of a conanon
spiritual life, bom of Christian idealism and of Graeco-Roman
rationality. It was this light sumned up for the outside world in its
centre, the court of Paris, which fascinated Europe in the century,
called in our country, the centuiy of Louis XIW,
From these general conditions of cultxire, the educational institutions
have taken their own character. The unification of France favoured, in its
Parisian nutshell, a concentration of the educational power which spread
out into the ecclesiastical bounds of the provinces. Nourished in its
home in the University of Paris and in a few other university centres
which had sprung up sympathetically, the spiritual eulttore came back
stronger to the social elements, cosnmunicated itself through the colleges
which have gone out from the university centre to a mingled society of
nobility and citizens who asked them for a common training of honest men;
by the chiu*ch and convent schools to a clergy which is only a class of
citizens of another order idealistic in task, polished in learning and
relatively exempt from the fanaticism of the obscure. It is this clergy
alone - who without other preparation than their priestly training, without
other aim than to transmit the rudaments of it - which fulfill in the little
school as in the professor's chair the function of delivering to their
sheep, whoever they may happen to be, something of their own proper intel-
lectual acquirements*
An institution of a growing natiare, spontaneously balanced, keeps
closely to its original form. So it was with the French educational in-
stitution. In France the Christian Latin school bound to a socially
wide-spread culttire was able without altering its essential type to
make great progress in an epoque triien the movement of human thought had,
however, changed to bases of intellectual experiment*
1t
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This modification is that which the expansion of mathematical
reasoning brings to modem times, the roots of which have grown secretly
in the course of antique civilisation and through the middle ages while
all the main parts of rational functions were still assumed by the ancient
and fundamental rationality the result of the spontaneous logic of speech
and in possession of the treasure of the representations constituted with
the languages of the highest civilisation. Having come to sxifficient
maturity, mathematical reasoning put into action with a singularly pro-
gressive rapidity a new fertile mode of intelligence, characterised by
the direct and methodical analysis of the obvious fact and by the social
collaboration required for its use; its fruit perpetually renewed is the
whole of what we call the natvural sciences*
The scientific work of research and discovery has been divided among
the western nations according to individual vocations, that is to say,
according to their characteristic manifestations of genixis and the develop-
ments have not been merely parallel. The learned elite of all countries
have worked connectedly and from this point of view science has shoim without
delay an international character. Without overlooking prejudice the
characteristic difference of national spirit, the French characteristic
under a reform which one may call at the risk of interpreting the term,
the Cartasian rationalism.^
The Cartasian philosophy brings back, by the artifice of mechanism,
the entire system of the sciences to the form of mathematical analysis and
the latter to a sis^licity of immediate evidence which Descarte wishes of
sttperior universality to his mathematical application and which applies it
withoxrt delay to the world of the spirit, renewing thereby the metapliysical
1. The z*ationalism of Descartes*
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tradition of tho Graeoo-Christian tradition. The system of thought
thus constructed represents under a striking theoretical form and has
served to bring out a character iatic form of the modern French spirit,
uniting with the philosophical spirit, the scientific spirit, and uniting
with the objective analysis the elegance of order and clearness. I have
qualified this evolved rationalism by the name of Descarte who most
strongly illustrates it. It is more widely extended, however, than
Cartasianism and pluaages into the French soil deeper roots than those
which the doctrine of a great philosopher could thrust into it. It
results from the combination of the new scientific rationalism with the
old mode of spirituality developed and refined in the French spirit by
the favour of circumstances and times. It begins already to show in the
alert naturalism which Rabelais opposes to scholastic pedantry. Later the
eager speculation of Pascal shows an effect of it widely different from
the Cartasian method and even Pascal by his celebrated opposition of the
spirit of intuition, through the geometric spirit, has witnessed more
expressively than Descarte a clear consciousness of this competition
between two original types of human reasoning inaugurated with special
ease by French precocity.
IV
The great fact of the manifestation of properly scientific activity
and of its iimnediate connection with practical progress serving human needs,
creates a new type of rational experiments; a type constituted to realise
the acquisition of the methods of objective analysis, of sensible experience
and that of the results already obtained by these methods. French education
has never shown itself opposed to the introduction of the scientific
pedagogical type, but it has brought about an original union of it with the
r
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erbal and fundamental type» The Cartasian rationalism taken in
the large sense that I haTe defined has profoundly penetrated our
educational institutions in •wrtiioh one sees serving as its introduction
the learned congregation of the "Oratoire" and the grouping of chosen
spirits Yihich gather around the Abbey of Port-Royal,
In the building of the Abb^ of Juilly l»Oratoire of Franc
was founded in imitation of that of Italy, to serve for the preparation
for the priesthood and thus to raise the intellectual and moral level of
the Catholic clergy. Its founder Pierre de Berulle, a man of lofiy
character and high cultxire, knew how to recognize the as yet unknown
genius of Descarte and insisted, we are told, on persuading the latter
to write for the public. The pre-Cartasian wished to give a deep and
clear general cultiire as a basis to the exercise of spiritual functions.
Almost from its beginning the fame of the "Oratoire" made it add to its
seminaries colleges for lay education, immediately appreciated by the aristoc-
racy* for broad and cultural character of a teaching which made that of the
colleges of the xmiversity eoxd of the Jesuits seem out of date; the highest
type of these establishments was realized by the college erected by
Louis XIII as the Royal Acadeny. The pedagogical change introduced by then
consists of renewing the ancient culture by direct retiarn to the Greek sources
and "by substituting for the habitual use of a degenerate Latin^, the intel-
ligent study of the texts of the great writers of Rome, in teaching starting
with Latin as a beginning, the French language stabilizes in pure and precise
forms and also in giving their proper place to the observation of facts and
the mathematical method by a sober but solid teaching of history and the
1. We are here reminded that the Latin of the Church was not classical Latin,
the Latin of the Golden Age, but rather the Latin of the Silver Age most of
which was used in the Vulgate of Jerome, the only Latin version of the Bible -
which was made at the close of the fourth century - recognized by the Roman
Catholic Church as authentic.
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sciences. Besides, the "Oratorians" show a new care to give these
different branches of instruction in such a way that they should be
received joyously by the spirit of the scholar, desired by him, not
submitted to by force.
It was by a program essentially of the same order that Petite Ecole
de Port-Royal des Champs showed the same aspiration to restore spiritually
of intelligence, an aspiration which was at this time that of the French
genius itself and which united in the cosanon task from Juilly to Port
Royal scientific and meditative minds such as Berulle, de Condren, Lany,
Richard Simon, Pascal, Amauld, Nicole, de Sacy. None of these widely
different men was a follower of the inrperious philosophy of Descarte and the
Oratorian Malbranch, but with the latter they fonaed all together the
transforming leaven of the culture and of the French mind into their special
tradition, a transformation of which the CGU*tasian philosophy eadiibits
magnificently a speculative form*
Juilly and Port-Royal thus furnish the first types of an education
that aimed at a rational general development, to which the different ranges
»
letters and sciences, offer only different applications and opportimities for
exercise, the highest place being given besides to the training of the language
which goes back to the most ancient said deepest source of human thought and
seinres most fully the synthetic function of thought and action. This type
of education in iriiich scholastic work was connected on the one hand with
the spiritual tradition of a large and anciently cultured group and with th«
new rationalism that came from Descarte, gradually imposed itself upon the
schools of ancient Freoice as a whold and has constantly maintained itself
with its essential characteristics in the course of the evolution of
French secondary education. Qualified by the epithet of "classique", which
expresses at the same time the idea of a certain degree of perfection
realized and that the antique tradition by which the "esprit francais"
I
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has been fed, it belongs like a hereditary jewel to the patrimony
of France,
V
The refined form of classical education was not calculated to
extend itself to the education of the masses, unable to benefit by an
advance in culture, which takes for granted in the teachers, a rare
capacity for the philosophic adaption of training and in the pupils
a course of study long enough to suit a combined exercise of different
rational functions, in fact - and this is another important characteristic
of the history of French education, - popular education in our country
has long remained at a standstill. Fixed in embryonic form, more social
than technically pedagogical the progressive modification of popular
education, the early beginnings of it do not belong principally to Frsmce,
but to nationalities of training less stabilized, of less ancient and
less wide-spread cultiirej to coimtries strongly divided by the religious
reformation where every sect needed to conquer and guard votaries by the
means of pedagogical influence; to little cotintries who counted their
citisens without difficulty and tended to make up for numbers by the
education of all; to great countries, excited by the desire of a unity and
power which the circumstance of their development have long refused them,
who feel the need of an educational system that is able to rouse the masses
1
of the nation. To bring about the intellectual education of the masses,
to make up for time and exptase means of early training that are rapid
and education within the reach of teachers who are themselves from the
people and with minds that have not received the traditional training.
To this end the specially modern rationality the pure type of which is
1. Germax^, England and the United States?
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exhibited by scientific analysis, this second form of hiunan
reasoning lends itself much better than its first form, which is
verbal, synthetic, emd aesthetic* Simple experimental analysis
\uider guidance is an easy exercise and very effective for common use
in life. The elementary notions of experience well classified form
knowledge promptly gained* As the ancient type of this elementary
analysis transferred for the use of school boys from the analysis
of learned men may -be mentioned the Orbis pictus of Comenius, the
venerable ancestor of "The Lesson of Things""^ and let us notice well
that in its general form the analytical and positive type of the formation
of thought, perfectly oalcvilated to promote popular education, finds it-
self besides connected with the marvelous development of science and in
direct harmony with the needs which are appearing in all the ranks of
society in a state of industrialized civilization, dominated by the
material possibilities which science opens up.
In the nineteenth centxiry, among the great nations it was to Germany
and the United States of America that belonged the honor of walking at
the head of technical progress and populeu- education. They have reached
that honor by the path which I have indicated, in which they have the
leaders of all the countries of the world contributing thus in remarkable
fashion to the social development of humanity as a whole* But it is
fitting to observe that this advance of civilized humanity towards the
universalization of education reacts, not only in the popular level, but
in all the levels of education, upon the type of culture which tends to
strip itself of the chea*acteristics which it holds from ajitique sources to
develop in the direction of methodical and sensible experience of analysis
and unitility*
The essential problem of education is set forth for France by the
1. Comenius (1592-1670) was a Moravian bishop and educationist.
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opposition of this world-movement to the special educational sittiation
created by the characteristics of French institutions and the French
mind» But before setting forth this opposition, we must face again
another aspect of the French "esprit," the one which concerns this
remarkable power of modern reasoning to construct ideals endowed with the
power of social modification,
VI
Passing over, for brevity sake, the emtique sources, I will sum
up modern social idealism in two traits: first, it connects itself
closely with the successive movements of connective life of which it
fvimishes interpreted representations and justifications; second, it
develops itself in connection with Christian ideal, social by the
ecclesiastical construction which holds it and places it in the Eiuropean
social edifice. One can follow step by step from the twelfth century
this development of ideal fonns in the setting forth of the doctrine of
nat\Jiral right, that is to say, a rationally universal right which as it
develops in time affirms progressively its function of tracing pictures
of future humanity, establishing final ideals - that is to say, proposing
for human action earthly social ideals as substitutes for the Christian
ideal of the Kingdom of God and the Church Triumphant.
France promptly stabilized and expanding in the social frame of a
national Christian \mity has not up to the eighteenth century ajoy important
part in this development in which the greatest workers were furnished by
Italy, Holland, Germany and England, On the other hand, in the eighteenth
century, French precocity produced a new effect: the usury of the government
and the use of a vigorous and widely diffused reasoning caused bitter
criticism to be turned on the established and social forms which the
political doctrines of Grotius, Hobbes, or Spinoea are regarded by men of
f1
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reflection no longer as Utopias or as philosophic ideals, but as
efforts of the reason struggling to produce a true system of politics
capable of putting humanity in possession of its destiny. The political
construction of Rousseau, effect and symbol of these mental attitudes, a
synthesis logically cowardly, but in genius and beautiful, 1 compeire to a
sonorous vessel in ^rtiich the dull murmur of the arguments of political
philosphy are changed into resounding ajid moving affirmation, in which
all awakened minds of humanii^ are called upon to recognise their tmiversal
wish. To this ideal, Condorcet^, facing death added a powerful touch, the
vision of indefinite progress, and France, bearing witness by a revolution
unique in the history of the YTestern world, bearing witness to the dynamic
power of the social ideal, assianed in the world the role of herald of this
idealism and more particularly of its democratic form.
From this point of view, the question of popular education takes sin
entirely new signification. Independent of all political contingencies,
of all national utilities, the training of the mind appears as a superior
thing, the possession of which by all is necessary to assure true democratic
equality and the function of a republican state. The ideal of democratic
education such as it is proclaimed by French genius and very different from,
the extension to the people of useful culture is set forth.
The right of all to intellectxial means of entire mental training or
right to con^lete education in spite of an apparent opposition which
comes from the eddies of politics of the present moment. The character-
istically social idealism is the direct heir of the old French spirituality.
However, the tumultuous fluctuations which followed the bold and perhaps
prematxxre revolution accomplished by the coxmtry where monarchical and
Christian order had realized the most profound harmony, brought it about
1. Condorcet (1743-1794) - noted for his studies in metaphysics.
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that for almost an entire centiuy the new ideal form remained unable
to promote popular education and France absorbed by the striiggle between
her ancient struggle and her new aspiration confined herself to follow as
if wearily the movement of progress and of unlTersalization of primary
education to which Prussia and Holland first had given in Evurope a powerful
impulse and later the United States of .Aioerica^ a marvelous expansion*
French pedagogy was awakened as if from lethargy by the blow of the
disastrous war of leTO"*" xinder the neoessity that she felt, the necessity
of putting as soon as possible, the country on the level of the industrial
and military progress of the victorious country and preparing at the same
time an intelligent tody of voters. The third republic created out of whole
cloth a new system of obligatoxy primary instruction the spirited which
govern this great and neoesseuy creation was the spirit of national utility
and of republicEin foresight. The type of education realised outside of the
ancient forms of the French xmiversity still living however, in its lycee
and Faculte was the type alrea^ instituted outside of France ajad independently
of her xinder the direct inspiration of scientific reasoning and of social
utilitarianism.
VII
This historical preparation which will be judged perhaps, at the same
time, too elementary and too long, will pensiit me however, I hope, to set
forth wi-tti brevity and clearness the problems offered to French education
and the spirit which in my judgment must solve them. The fundamental
factor of the problem is the duality of the superior and secondary teaching
on the one hand, and primary teaching on the other. Duality of government
without doubt as of two distinct, although adjacent, buildings; but also and
above all, d\jaliiy of method and spirit. One of the buildings shelters the
1. Cf. Chap. I, p. 3*
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tradition of a cultiure that is properly French, of original rationalism,
the beginnings of which I have sketched through in cooperation with the
Grraeco-Roman and Christian tradition of the elements, philosophically
worked out hy scientific reasoning; the other, vast, new, and simple,
has served to put into practice, for the purpose of rapid economical and
useful education of the masses, methods established for the entire world
by the leaders of popular education, a utilitarian cultxire, methods whose
true parents are experimental analysis and the use of tables of results*
I add that opposition of the two pedagogical types has still more reality
than that of the two school organisms, for in secondary education, and
perhaps already in high education, one can notice the intrusion of the
modern type placed next to it not mingled with the ancient*
This opposition is at the root of difficulties and crises of French
public education which for a quarter of a century have been attracting
public attention. The crisis of secondary education, conflict of
classical education and modem education, or dispute of the "humanities**,
question of the normal primary school, questions of equivalents etnd more
generally all questions of project of reform today attached to the vague
term, "ecole unique** • Distresses and crises are not imaginary troubles*
The conflict is real, profound, peculiar, I believe, to the French
pedagogical system. It takes place between forms of culture that have
worth and pov/er, for if the classical type of high rational value has roots
deep in the French mind, the modem type descended from scientific reason-
ing shown in disputable relationship to the forces which are visibly leading
contemporary civilization. It answers the desire for the greatest retxirn
for the least net cost. It adapts itself to the first need of industry and
to mechanical euad precise character which distinguishes the new conditions of
human life. French education is shaken by the conflict of two forces; it
is a question to know if she will maintain herself on her own axis by
I
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reacting in the Cartasian fashion by a social extension of her rational
spirituality to the dust produced not by science but by the industrialism
that has come out of it or if she will let herself be turned away from it
to mingle passively in the flood of world affairs*
VIII
It remains to face, in the present state of the conflict, the
possible solution from the philosophical discussion of which the question
rises again. In favor of the unification of our educational system, a
nxjmber of reasons and forces combine which it would be unreasonable to
oppose. The duality is historically accidental emd against it conspire
in our country feelings that are unanimous at heart, although opposed in
their tenet; for spiritual equality, equality of communion realizing in
spite of the difference of gifts and condition the common superior destin-
ation of all rational races of men that equality is included in the
essential aims of the French spirit not only by the effect of the classical
Stocoi-Christian inspiration, but also by that of the democratic idealism
which flows out of it. To delay the effort of spiritual fusion, such and
such a one will invoke motives of political opportunism or economic utility,
but I wonder if there would be a conscience ooiong us to deny as end sind
beginning the equality required for a communion of spirits which it is very
difficult today to attempt to separate from a combination of intelligences.
On the other hand, social forces of which I shall make the inventory, forces
quite foreign to spiritual reasons conc\u*, however, with th^ for the same
effect of unification. By this convergence, unification appears as the
order of destiiqr, but this order must be desired and not submitted to. To be
lead and to be dragged are not necessarily two ways of arriving at one emd
the same end, and it is doubtful, wh^ it is a question of the formation of
the mind, that the same result is obtained, whether one submits to an effect
of social mechanism or whether one goes forward voluntarily toward the
desired end.
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The main trend of events is oarrying France toward the imification
of her educational system made at the expense of that which character-
izes it among the educational systems of the worlds at the expense of
the cultural tradition still served today by its Facultes and I^cees,
which goes haolc by the original intermediary of Cartasian rationalism
to the verbal and synthetic culture of the antiquity of the countries
about the Mediterranean* This imification will teike place emphatically
by the penetration into higher instruction of the analytic and utilitarian
methods characteristic of o\ar primary instruction, penetration begixming
by the mingling and assimilation of programs, courses of studies, prises,
ways of training the teachers to the point of submerging and drowning,
as fsir as lies in the power of educational institutions, the original
type of national cxxltxire. In fact, the reform movements which are taking
place sporatically iinder the title of "Ecole Unique", a vague term which
flatters agreeably the ear of a democratic people, merely favors this
mechanical leveling which tends by mingling under assimilation to reduce the
system as a whole to its lowest level.
Towards this effect, moves the intense industrialism which follows the
progress of experimental knowledge* It claims servants whom it can pay and
by its results sees to extend the limits of enjoyment and to increase thus
the desirability of the riches which enjoys it* The retirement of the
formerly polished bourgeois society, the rise of a new class, iriiose easy
circumstances, are quick to enter into possession of wealth which they axe
immediately able of conquering, cause types to be introduced into the higher
instruction who ask of it a culture different from the one which it has
traditionally dispensed* On the other hand the fine unitary educational
systems, constructed in harmony with this modification of desires, by
nations in full vigour and development, offer themselves as fascinating
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models > easily imitated, to those who direct our educational system*
The spontaneous play of democratic politics acts in the same direction^
preoccupied with votes it is natural that it seeks to profit in this
matter from the attraction which the general idea of equality possesses,
natural too that it should seek to flatter the desire for equality at the
least expense and by the most convenient ways, the easiest of all to open
the dykes to the ciu-rent, promising equal participation of all according
to their capacity in youthful knowledge. It is natural in short, that
public powers, - wherever may be the government as far as they depend
virtually upon popular judgment, - fear instinctively the extension to the
masses of a vigorously critical liberal culture which finds in the French
"esprit", a soil particularly suited to it. This culture, we must say, is
formidable to the authority of suggestion emd prestige, which from all times
and in different ways, all forms of power have used. There is hardly any
reason to expect that a modez*n state should renotince of itself, addii^g some
spiritual power at the service of the temporal and should hasten the pene-
tration of the masses by a culture that is deep and spiritually emancipating*
To bring itself to that, it would have to experience the rise of the spirit
upheld by the highest results of culture and it would be necessary that in-
telligence as Renan used to say should reach the greater part of the social
masses.
I believe this junction possible in our covmtry and throxigh it sm
evolution of French education, better suited to the genius and history of the
nation. It lies in the power of France to cariy forward at once the unification
of its educational organism and its democratic dream of complete education, on
the one hand, by maintaining with a jealous strength the value and the type of
its high instruction, by putting an end to the weeik policy which is destroying
them, to the politics of mixtures, assimilations emd equivalents; on the other.
(1
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by tmdertaking the real task, masked by the policy by repairing the
accident of its pedagogical history. It is a question of connecting
affectively, in progressive fashion, with the living sources of French
imiversity culture, the entire organism of the present primary instruction,
that is to say, of training first in the xmiversities, according to the
same methods, with the same time of preparation said under the same con-
ditions as the professors "agreges", a persoxmel superior body of teachers
acting as the mold in which will be trained in their turn according to the
seone spirit by successive steps the teachers, destined to spread, in all
its degress, among the people of France a real intellectual culture, and
immense task which demand from the national determined to accomplish it,
a firm and tenacious will and considerable financial effort. But will one
ever speak seriously of a democratic reform of public education? That is to
say, (as opposed to all utilitarian selection) of complete education of
intellectual equality without facing the necessity of the progressive creation
of a teaching body that is vmified entirely formed according the spirit and by
costly means by which the training of teachers of our secondary education
profits today, the whole question lies in that. One will understand it better
in proportion as time and reflection shall distinguish between the gestures of
demigogues and the true conditions of democratic progress. By making such an
effort, France instead of giving herself up to the pull of a pedagogical move-
ment, of high social value, to be sure, from which she has drawn great profit,
but whose source is foreign to her, France is in the position to take the
initiative in a new movement capable of uniting usefully with the former in a
world collaboration. Her qualily, as eldest, imposes on her the new duty of
guiding the intellectual development of Evurope toward a goal beyond which that
German writer of great value, Ratheneau called not long ago, the period of
mechanization which oxur humanity is passing through, but with the ardent hope
of going beyond it. She can, she must strive to realite in herself the
0I
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exemplary type of democratic eduoation for all, fomided on general
culture, that is to say, on a training of the mind, which makes it
capable of grasping rationally, beyond experimental analysis, and the
means of material civilisation, the intellectual and universal ends,
the presentiment of which and the love of which, humanity has felt at
all times and on the entire earth throxigh the various forms of its
religions, its arts and its philosjdiies*

CONCLUSION
In conclusion may we stress once ^lore some of th&
0"utst£mdlng points of ovtr discourse and add perliaps a few
we have not yet touched upon.
iiodern Irench. educational philosophy is attempting to
do away with tliB dualiaia in it:3 education and p^^ovlde equality
for all beroro instruction, Ihese ideals nay find realization
in tlio "ecclo unique", The ciiief requirei.ienta of the founders
of the "ecolc unique" are:^
1) In all elementary schoola, identical inatimction for
all children,
2) In the cecondai*y school; instruction in various studies
with i^i'o^roasivo difi orentxaLion and adiiii^sion fop all qualified
pupils,
3) In the college; a systeiE of oouipreiijensive instruction
which will afford the pupil—upon leaving tiie aoxiool with
the usual certificate— tiie oppoi-tunity of further training in
chosen hri^nchos of study.
4) lor pupils at ua.c^outui'y schools, who Y/iil not attend
secondux'y achooi, aii extenaion of liie ^'tji-iod of compulsory
attendonce: oveniii^ ei^iool for approniiices aiid technical schools
are also rcconiueuded.
5) Ii3ie adoption of liieasures to found an association op
society for all school teachers in interest and for tiie
i ui"t-^Vuio e of educat i jxa *
6) Free education for all grades of society.
[Hie French attitude tot/ards religion and its connecti<Mi
with edacatio^i is an interesting one. We have loai'ned that
definite time is set aside on Thursdays for tiie boys of the
lyceo to attend religioiJs schools of their particular sect.
1. INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION REVIE¥^, Vol. II for 1931/32, p. 293,
(I
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"Religion is not fcau^yit as a subject in French schools.
Reli^d.ous aiid theological diiicussioiis iii^ve "boen more definitely
eliminatecl fi*om Morale by tho VQxoX'iti (tl:i© Barard Kefaria) • In
tv;o points only ia thercj a isolation botv/een iiox'alo and. religion
in tii© narrower senao; firsts tho teacher is to inaUx'UCt the
class timt tlio naiiio of GOD, the Creator oT all lixo and perfect
Being, is holy in whatever ioria the dll'lerent beliels and de-
no/Minaoions iaay adore it; and second, the law of GOD, as iia-
planted in the man's conscience and reason, must be obeyed."
tVanoe feels tlxat she owes herself tiie leadersiiip tl^at
she has enjoyed so long in the wrld of culture. Her new
philosophy tries to keep this leadersliip by education of th6
elite and au the same lImb bring about true democracy by giving
eqiiality of all before instruction. 'Ihis equality TdLll eventually
change tlie elite from a moneyed clai?s to those who are highly
endoT-Ted mentally.
B'ranco herself feels tiiat she is awakening and after much
debate ana ciany cnanges, she will undouDtedly arrive at a
systen which will be satiai'actor'y to herself and be respected
by vhe x^eat of the educational world*
1. cmmaiE i-oumiTioN, op. cit.
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Cmt^MLt« and ^^fcuXat pli68»8; ttmlXy i^tytMlg^ of «idu-
Bfip%» 0«ffi^gM (FftTls)* ^he Prc^blm #• 1* Imiffm V^JuouIadr*
1^32^, ?cl. in, pp. ^2.449«
AggiMWita tts« hore prmmm^^d pr^ msA 6<m in 7«^upd to tb&
t^NM^t^ or the lui^iw X«^g^e or t^« Xftngofi^ oC ^ther
mvmMapj to th» m^v^^ of a e<iXo^r« fb* imsto ror t*&chlsg th»
SMPeii.»« ifowiiM CFftrls)* ^h^^ole !lBl<|ite"* lEi^waiyiqwPl
13s# ^aa^M in tha fl^iXcMiiiy ataNttl«m durli^ past
rift? jaara*
Ett^KpA^ 0* L*aa»^UBBifWW^ ^ l^^r<g»»» Partes 1925 » Chaps*
li & in.
A r^mam md «s>ltlcls» of tba Fxmi^ afataa of a<hiaatlon

3mi), p. ITS ff.
FttnJiiHMiiitfftlly tl^s l^odk a»ftl8 «rlth l^niii^ #l»rtt0t«r flBtd 1^
Bmlum, S^ir E» j^giNgi^ Pfirtie« fe»s Politic 1071*I921»
Sims li^timNi 13^ Frjmati poiiti«d •^hj^fttlon*
fllK*liP»# A« |»agiealg^. l4l«^iyMI Fftrlss 19^
It ^11 ditft if t» do ao% r«^W3 to tt» old elft»^l^al fMHtffitioiu
^wsold^ Muttliow. A ,|yoB^ Et^* Lofiftofj? Hi^isillAn ^. Ck>.,
At first 4^sno« of llttlo wlus l>«o«»o of Its tyat of
hlS^(»*10ftl 7€lllO*
aptneip Kollo ^tor* C^^biis^ College) B/om ths Iipsnelt
Lssros to yl^» Ssrtsrd t^vorsl^ Fr^ss^ 1913*
^« iK^ts SBi^ljstloslly slthotap^ tho M^ps of
tl)e ^'roac^ t)07*s oduo«tlo& is tssrv^. It Is thMPOogh* ^RMr«
Is first miaSL tmmo^t t&m 4mA3pm tm ttm p»rt of his tsscaNsr ths%
teov his isottisr t^it^is* fiis s^a^ of Fr^ssb Is amsh aero
t4)O3:*0^g;h tiam tlis st\idy of Ez^liti oyr pupils. 3bs fYMirti
IM^ IcsHHis to S!rll» sad sa^rsss Jilssolf orslly st sn sarly
ft|^ bottom %hsn mmj 9t as over <lo«
Quslilgr of ths Bduestional fr^mmm 1^ tlis Itoltsd Ststos
saA In BtBPOfis** Ositisgls Foiaadfttlon for t^is ^^Kfsaassttoat of
A vary Inttti'sstli^ Mllstlziy but ixit i^to-dsts*

mtm^^tma MUrnia (^.^ 1927. C}»pfeer pp* 110-1X5.
&mptme^ V» <»mtfiiii8 a lMPi«f rmwuo ^ l^tigli^, Fr»s0h sad
Omimh spools ^Xvtni:, c^on^p^atXrm date of tl«& eurrlotilft^ pw-
rtntflnpff Bii'tiid t^f i^otrndBry atineels in time eotta1a>lM» msA
X9I4* ^*
Coataiaa m a»9d id#6 th» asrstts 1902«
iba aoeoom el" origin^ develc^eifrat and orgiu:dj»tlQn of
KOTidMty •dttM^ios in irracio# up to X915»
of th* odsM»tl«aRl ojstoa* of six acMSom tmtions^** ed* Fotei^
taidlfopd« iMdMi i( Sismilos J« ^
500 pp«
& W»bA mss&aa^ of orftoMtioB in Fraioo mm It fms aboiit
wxHc IM sot be^ Im^^st up to dol» oad tbe iteto cf pfil>Xiflli*
lag lo ^^oit^poii^ii^*
Bill^ ^mfforaemo in i'T^aoii «id ^aoriofto Boooadtty
Stootioa** me 3<iw»l Hoylo»> CMi^» X$31) pp,
britf ooHpsrlaon of ^ba t«o ofteM^tlKiol oymtosni vary
Kawcliil^ iBOfio L« Ilia Beforet of -oooa^^^^y ^^dte^otioa la ffgneo^
Star 1E(H^> fOfttttara i^ll^a» (Maed^a xmiiMraj^:/^ X984« 156
A acwaiffMiife doteiXad aaooiwtt of tha raf^rai of aoeoodnry odoM*
tlcHa is^tXatad by La«B B«^aj[<d ahortXy aftio* tha f^Xd «ir«
I
5ftaifcttHit^ ^ 1^wwili»r> 0»autoa»* 0«1«M* tftiimralt^* mm Itafct
^ MMWHUfflllMi Od*» l^SBm €m pf^
lagtlt^ 1»Mii>w«» INia:^^ C^laia^ IMii^^, mmWu
fiNi iMetllflB imm^* wm wp» ^« ^rao«.
jM^ mtV^m^ I^K^Etlfettft <8r fwwrtwgm ^to^^ e^taaMft
9tMi <i&ii^>iMBf (OH Wiftmttmft try IHRnritM Tg|)»jf^ f^ra^wmei^ IfM*
fiiawi^i«i« Siw IMtf i^U., %&Sm^
A ImXp t!^ AflwplMi sMtents stfidylQg or irvralliag
In Fra»Mi« An indght into tha ifTeneh s^TBtm 1«
I
1Bmnm\mn tmf the tymh s^ootator mm Y^t 989
A s^Bid^ ittieviiig tibm aoi^lor Imiiilfli;
WlXm Of irmltie acw m a toipdle fuaft Its logieal
q|g|?ort<3nitiog fbir Hl^i^ B^aoatieii la gi^uaei^^ >» IMei
3bo i^tisftl^iM of £d^w odxie&tlo r-t tl^ ^o^Uming of tho
taadon ^ '^Rmtos J« lg« Dent H Soaoi^ I»t«U« H^SS*
Studloo of tl^ o<l^!ottio@ftX o^otOBS of six ao&mpu mtioao^
oorroot to
8dttWitU»> Bm«i «f Bd^L2ftatl<m (II«S«) BuXIotin #37,
Attention is oaXlod to thm «wdc«ilitg l:^3rc^^ofm o^mtoro
to th» fftot tiMt th^ ove «t«»i«£bi^ otlXl vtilXo ^mtIoo Is
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APPENDIX A
LYCKE MXCHKLET
•MaMBHnnai
Oration '^«liver«d at a banquet
of the
Aasooiatlon of Former Students of Lyoee 241chelet
by
Koiisieur the x^rinoipal DESPIQUES
Februairy 3rd, 1927.

1l|f dear oottr»d«a«
I penait ^self to use this word, althouf^h ^m^'^ you hnd in
thi« pXMO« to apo«k to you the principal of tho lyooo* Today « Z haTV
net abandimod ny admlnittrativa funotiona« but I ought to telX you that
I hare aent xay full and entire dues, ^t I have repurehaMd —aberahip
in the Aaaoeiatiaa of the Former studenta of I^ee Miehelet beeauae tfa*
oaien wldeh X aate with each house of edueation that the govemaoat of
the RepubXio is willing to entrust to laa ia ao profound, so intiaate aad
so cordial, that I ae4^ in every wny to attach s^self to it and X never
find any better way tiian whether it be at VaXenoimnea, at Alger or at
MiohoXot, to oontraot thia little financial boi^ wliich evor unites us*
May it is not the PrizwipaX, it is, -Uion, fhe Coorade who apeaka to you*
BtovertheXesa, after haring home witnesa to the feeling that I have
for thia union, in ^ich I always find the laost potent ocBafort for
tfaukleas task, X oonfeas that the Principal reappears a little in the
guise of a ooorade and he is not able to refrain froQ infondng you
with a few words, of the life of the EOOSB during the year*
X anat teXl you that this year, (for X know that you are interested
in your young auooessora), we have soqp ^rieneed aone anguiah* We were
witaeasea of this eoor^ooio eriaia whieh tq>8eta tlie Xife of ao oany
fvailiea and, oonaequenl^, of so many children who are entruated to ua.
At the end of the laat scholastic year, at the time when ao nax^ othera
were giving attention only to the of depertxxre and reat in a beaxxtifVil
country^ inatead of falling asle^ in tlds repoee, we permitted ourselves
to be besieged t^r anziel^ and worries. e were mindful of those poor
little fellows who, during the vacation, with tiviir parents anxious,
1. Country as oppoaed to the city*

ttroubled, aor* thm yoa 1m11«t«, ««r« obliged to wvigh their ohaiic«»
for tho future and to take Inrentory of their reeotaroet* During tiio
entire 'vaoation, I k^t aaldag li^olf lAvkt 1 ime going to find.
Andf in truth, on our return, we h«d tho grief of eoeing sane ohildren
who li*d entered our sohool, with oonfideneo in the future, oblif^ to
leaTO u«» in epita of the eoholftrship whieh the ginriiniwiit had granted to
theci« beoauee beside the sua of day-eeholar there was the liTslihood
of the ohild, there was the question of books, of a thousand little
aeadsodc esqpenses, which mounted up and which brine about, in certain
families, that one is obliged to reokjon with these little elssHsits,
I wish further to tell you, leaving to one side the method ly which we
have been able to succor those particular difficulties whAt have been,
as in every year, the vicissitudes of our return. The Lyoee lliehelet,
by virtue of its odd position between the suburbs and Paris, in this
eomer which is not of any township, neither of Vaznres, nor Is«y, nor
ilalAkoff^ nor Sillaneourt, is a house ly itself, abandeaed, isolated at
the mid of a great road about which people do not often think* Thus it
is evor necessary for us to ooci;^ ourselves with what is ealled reeruit*
ing, for X SBi a lover of warm houses, houses full of lifei I love pifoan*
houses fren which one hears ^e warblincs (of pigeons) and X fear cold
houses, abandMMid houses en iim door sill of whieh people hesitate. Our
fears have bMB vain, judgiag MM of thoa by the reeUlts of the last
reopening of school, /e have had since the lycee has been in existence,
only once the pleaeore of surpassing the ntMber of 1,000 pupils, miat
was in 1881 (46 years ago) the total of 1^006 piipils was attained. TMs
year we have arrived at a total of 1,020 pi^ils. X shall not eoneeal
frco you that this result is due espeoially to the ezeellent, aneient
sad vBniapeaehable reputation of our BOOSB, to the grouping of eminent

ft««eh«r8 (prof9««<H'«) and mttatandln^; jaaaters who aid us in our
•ffartt whose reputation is known evexyvhere wad asierts itself for
mm^l^t every year tiy the aueoest In the ensdnatione* In profiting
tf^ theee eleneots of euooeee, I have loamed that, in the present vip9/9t
of the entire world, it was neoeseary arrows, and cwiit^[ttSBtly, it was
thus neoessayy to seek HiIb foreign element, ooeiing trcm the four comers
of the world end viiieh is so £;reed^ for Frenoh aoienee and culture • I
shall not hide fren you ttatt^ scnM^Oiine; whieh laay be the patriotian of
^y Frenoh heart« that I haw not wished to neglect tiiis souree towards
whieh siy past expt^rienoe Imd alr«a(fy directed ste* You know that I hare
spent ten years of ny life at Algers as prineipal of one of the largest
lyeees of pranoet I had been oblifjed to eona in eontaot there with soM
elscoKits so different, so heterc^eneous (differing in kind), so ine<mgruoue,
and at the saiae tl-ne so easily assixoilated timt I wished to irnke tMs
attec^t in soae Banner, at l!iohelet«
1 have spent i^wa, during the last two or three years and also during
those vacations, sme lozi^^ hours in engaging in a personal correspondenee
with sorae aeattered oorrespondaats a little over the entire world and I
have arrived in creating, beside the natural clientele of thd suburbs,
of Paris and likewise frtaa the i»>0vinee mbo eosie to finish l^ir studies
at Itichelet, in order to urbanise (Paris-ise) thsiwelves a little and
adapt thaoselves to a new center, I have tmeeeded, 1 say, in creating,
in expanding a foreign elientele whieh follows us, which desires to enter
our school and iddoh keeps ita tenos (as a probationer) in order to be in
line for a plaee Idiere. It can be wdd that the foreign elientele of
I^ee Uichelet is representeA today forty different states
•
IPextiit zoe to tell you of tho exploit of one of our last conquests*
I wish to indicate to you the birth of a new state i ^e R^^blio of
t
4MMgoli*. f^Km atm )dlnltt«r of Public Xnttmction of Mongolia
•ntervd Into his duti^t^ hm took o«re to inform hie aaeo«i«to« that hm
wi«h«d to pranrid« oeoidantal edueati(xi..*,and Izomodiatoly he vrote to
Z^rooe llicholet. This is very ouriouo, but it is a fact. Ths langua«^
of !4oagolia doss not rsssobls in tx^ way the lan^^ge of China or of
Japan nor our osn annanite. He Isarfidd how to find« yery singly « (I
wish indeed to beliere ly the interpretation of Hie School of Oriental
Languages) a tho Lyoee Ulohelet, Then four Xongolians were sent to us
who are to hectaae the first "acientlfic eitdsons" of the Hepublio of
Mongolia* 1 nust tell you that with their countMianee w!>ioh is a little
hairy and savmgej thoy g^re us cause for a nost deep surprise* Hisy
gatw us snol^er even greater surprise* aiuoely that ^.gbq ehildren were
oor best students tor four zaonths, that thej' spoke Prsnoh^ thsy under*
stood it admirably y they had no interaediaiy language* They entered
directly froxa Hie Itoogolian language into the Prsnoh language* And
SMBg the otlier foreigosrs* how many distinguish thoeaselves fron Hieir
oorsrades only ty their ardor to hold the first rank* etsa in Freneh
04^positiont
Tou 8«e ISien that one osn do some interesting things at the lyeee
Xiohelet* These are tlie thi?iga to tl^ attention of wMoh I n inriting
you in which I wish to interest you» fer which I wish to create in you
a passion*
These are the things ty wliieh our ^sk of edueation so tfamkless*
so dull* and so laodest in its dally oonduet aavsifies and exalts itself*
Consider tt*t it is ty this constant effort of all these instanees* this
gift of oneself without ee&slnfr, rsswwed Hiat we are building for France*
on oz>e side good citizens, eduoated citlsens* well brought-up pupils*

worthgr of oonttitiitinr; tim 9lit« of tht Vftticm, aad on th* o-th«r hand,
&• msa^ rrlvods our country vhOn touelwd by tbo gmaerous gre4>« and
•oli^iteDwmt of b«r oultura, smko th«D««lTot for«fv«r th» dafandart
of tho FrvBOh idoal* Cititooa m tho insido atid friozidt on tho oatsldo,
that is what im f^lrft to France without nwbor a ponnanont taerlfioo*
Is it not pamittad to aaoondax^/ instruction^ of which the Lyeee L'lohelet
ii ooe of the noet outataadias attablisheteaats, to bo proud of this
result?
I will oite firAlly tho sooond el<3B0!it vrtiieh has pemitted us to
repeople the old I^ooe* It
.
is rif^htly that fsninina elsoent of which we
offer to you this evening^ aoo of the noet gracious, one of the xsott
gentle s^ocisens in the person of Hiss Pnule Rougier "the first alucna of
lyeee MiotMlet," She was at our houso for a year, a oharming p^il*
with lier ehildish faeo« a little austere, hoirever} but what graoe, what
reserro and what application in study. It is 2 sQraeXf who, wfan she left
us J tliought of saying to hart "Cob^ acne winter evening snd dine with your
good oflsarades* 7ou will see that thif^ hare good tiailiBg faoesi sobw young
ones, others narked liy age*«,9aBM» auburn hair* aotoe gr«^ hair, and sqbhi
white hair, and man with no hair at all; but you will see what good
children there are, the sane as you folt yourself in a new fasiily, and
how quickly you will be teapted to ^Qin yourself to us as your new ecEorades.
(?or the T^per classes (grandee elasses) of I^eo ICicholet are now (^penod
to yooBg girls) • Then it was agreed between the Censeur (censor) and the
the Trorviseur (principal) she should caaae to ^le banquet and that ia*
mdiately we would return her to bor asnia who waits for hsr down stairs c**^
X snjoy telling you these little anecdotes. It is the jc^ of tho
House. That is whgr tlie House is always a large birdoage which is ohirping*
I shall dare to tell you thAt, in these 1,120 pi4>il8, there are aoro
1, A young French woman even at the age of twen-ty-one might so be
chaperoned.
1^
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ttea &00 boarders tad I dare to toll you th&t in theie fir* Inaidred
tearders, there are nere tiian ISO little children with ngei le«« than
ten e hare 9ur ycKsieett little fellov, our little Beo^eain*
who Is six and a half years old. To be sure^ he le not the age of an
entrant to boarding eohoolt IMt his fatiier and r.othor, absorbed by the
struggle for lifOf Art not able to ^,iire attsattlon to hla and hare entmeted
hla to ua« He wae iiot old enough to be ea entmxt in the boarding houaei
but lie is so nloe, this little fellow^ that I was net able to resist tJ.s
sralle« and thus I toc^ hlB»
£o pla/8 Bomo elerer trieks an tie had recently a little attaelc
of the grip* I went to see hla evei^^ day sm did his ooeirades* -Joe nomlng
X senr his bed in disorder am! could not find ay young feiloe (beablno)*
Z went t^&ri Iiis neither on the rl^it, I hoajrd behind lae a rotu* of
fresh ringing laughteri it was oy "bcmbino'* who had hidden blmself under
the sheets and who wished to laalce his principal believe that he Iiad taken
to hla Iieels (r\a away)*
?ho6o are the little children wlto , each aoralng« whan X tm. departin
froB iny office on aagr w^ to the inflnnary say to aes "Good noming«
!(• Principal « good Bomlng M« principal 2 They take hold of the fingers
of qy hand and do not wlsli to let xae go and I sta 6bllged to aay to theau
"See here, giro mm baolc hand^ X must give it to the others t**
Xt la a sreat pleasure to ham to oansole« to flatter and encourage
theae little childreni for this **ba2ablno" in his aickness had only om
regret} only one fear, that of leaving hla work and, at the tKkaent when
he waa put to bed^ he cried warn tears beoauee he did not have hla
Syllabalre ( spelling-book) end hla Abeoedalre (alphabet«book) •
It waa neoeasaxy to ahoar hia hla book in order tr> make hin reeover and
aaoile once sore while he reooonenced his reading* in apite of the abaaooe
of hla teaeher.
I
fTou «M tlum ham nsooh obAm the task of th« PrliMlpal hag| ft>r
truly to roc«lT9 th« pdrfuiMS of ell this youthj th»t« nllot« t^^ia
tf9]mcsAg there le Qameldilng to oonsola you is a mnwhat e\iet«re
part of ofur taak idxieh is applied to the older ones, azul those haire
tlie worry of the future t
1 ouijht to tell you that acKWii^ tloaoe 800 little etudents trhloh
BAke U9 parb of our lyoee^ there is the Isasla of a x^rospurous future*
That it trb^, at our last distribution of prises^ I asked Femand
Gregh to OQoe And pre&id«i Xhad an idee in the baek of ny head* I
wislied it to ^ ^e poet of the "iSSaisoa de l*Snfanc6** who should oooe
to tell his pupils aad their parents fihat the lyeee had done for a eonrade
already touehed ly life* He diri ir f^ith suoh srftoe» <5ie fiowwr of paetiy,
a sizxcorl^, a fsioiliarit^ or irone, fuid with suoh valor that he won all
tlioso pzMBsent* \^itJi t}.e assist»^ce of }it I2&;naoad Persin^ our dear
Iresident, I hare had this oration putlisl.ed in a chamLzs^ little booklet*
I fcijacerely ref^t not beinj aWLe to offer it to youi for, boiuf, selfish,
I use it as a meens of propaganda, when I wish to win the luNirts of
those far awsy, ersn as in the ease of this nepublie etf Kongelia about
which I ha-ve just nor told you, I liavo only to show the little blue
booklet whioh Ias cm its oorers a picture of tlK diTine view of the
terrace of ^tiolielot, and all hearts are oonquered, even the aost baekward,
even tl:ose of tliosa Imrd Aiaerieaas who never yield to sentintntt Hmot
look forward wit^ antioipation and eotae to us. They enter the birdhouoe
where t>u'ee years age there was not a single on*s oi' thssi*
lly dei^r oopiracleo, I hove spoken too long, b'ut I tdshed to tell you
hew the HOUBE lives, how we insure life* I also wished to tell youi
it is necessary for you to rekindle our old youtlifulness, to associate
yourselves with our task* We must not be left alone* Tou cust not be
1
eantcuit to Mte us rnee a yoar and listen to us vfhilo you arc thiTddag^
''vvlll you finish soon?* You nu«t think of \x» whwi we Rro separatad^
68 Z t!iink of yovL, for If 1 do or if tro na]s» all thoso efforts ia th©
tnrffTflin for tho ideal irhioh {^Idos us^ ^'a also do it for yon in a viall
atasare because you hr.7e eon* 'sefora us^, booauM have the duV ^
cont^ritiln'^ your wortc, beenapo we >\r»vo tlui duty of followln r; in your
footatops, "becauso it is our do you honor* Cfjnoeqiie:-.tlyj, I
beg of you, t<»orroir, cnntinae to be om* fellew-worker8, tonorrow
con?'' -'or i.-«Us:inc a little rorlew of our relatloois^ of all tho8«5 wttOR
you ^ unrl think of reeouBiendliig nur HODRE, of arcing us for the
aasRll-sisod albun nf j-ost cards irhich contain the Barrelf^us yiefc-6 of
l^ce !5ichelet and if V: i? r. r^T,e of aonne neic pernf^-. a V.lt jaore recal-
oitr&at, tlj? omtlan of F^ror*! wra2^| of i^eh I atill hare «»e oopiai
on re*orvD»
I to GxouM inys«lf (for talking ao lorog) end thaxik you with
all sty ho&rt for your attention. I bog you ocmtiniie it after tliia banquet*
I tyleh at the tacie tict© to t^ik once more our door ?reaid«at«
M« rjEiymond Porsln, who is abn^s ao kind^ so goo 5, and so demoted in
his attituie tabard the HOUSE, and f'najly the flluotrioua rreeldent
who is Tith us today, 3.1, Colov/»X Hlt^ailho, I h%tr© Icoonn a long time
by roputation* Ji\ ny oareer as a twicher, 1 tivught history In tho coarsos
of ^'aint-Cyr and I hscve Jutt now told hla hotJ, as a yoiaif^ teacher, I had
had the good fortune of being united at an oai'ly a^e to his works, and
ham 7 had been abls to \inder8tand vnry eoon tliat his xtano woiil>i oae dagr
bo historic. It is he. You hare not welted, es^r <ieir President, to ent«p
into History- and it is a i^reat honor for us to hare a little of your
glory «ankg us today.
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1^
JL*
igiw—nt —oondair* (baooalaureat*
of sMOQilaiy tdw—
t
iflp) I0 obtaiiMd tyr pMiiog «n •naimtioD bcfor*
« FaoulV of h»tt$r9 or of Soionoot* Tbo •MsinAtlon is divldod into
tiro parts and oaeh part« eonii^daod of both vritton and oral teat«« oor-
roapoodflf raspoctively, to tha prograiai of tha Flrat claaa of tha
Xj^9—9 and colloj^aa for bqya, and to thoaa of tha elaaa of P}iiXoa<^rtr
^ ^ i>^tbaaatioa# Tha aawBinlzig Jury it Mdo up of faoulV —twi*!
of highar aduoation and of public aaoondary aduoation inatltutiona*
Caxvlidataa for tha first part of tha wwlnatiott antt ba at laaat 16
yaara of aga* and nana amy ba adnittod to the aaoond part that has not
paaaad tlia firat part In tha praeading yaar*
Ibis baooalauraata ia Taiy iaq>ortant« It saurka tha oloaa of
aaooadaiy adi^tion in Pranea* It parmita tha holdar to opan and diraot
a private secotidary aeliool* and giTas aooaaa to study in a great nunbar
of faeultiaa in tha inatitutiona of higliar education*
Tha oourae of atudy loading to tha baecalaureate ia offered by
lyoees and oollafiaa and ia 7 years in duration. Tha olasaea frtm
lowest to higlMst are designated aa Sixth, Fifth, Fourth, Third,
Saoond, and First* Tibft First olasa cloaea with the aenaoination for
the first part of tha baccalaureate* Folloiring that ia the elaaa in
Philoaophy or Ijathaiaatios which oloaea witli the exssiination for Urn
aeeond part of tha baooalaureate* Pupila are adnitted to the Siicth
or loiraat elass when thaj^ are about 11 years of age and haire bad 5
or 6 yeara of prinary aehool training* Adaiaaion is uaxwlly
SERaBina^dLOBI
f
tfhiB oourso of Ham ftwonh. Moondary Mhool la thorouc^
oiki the work li diffioult. At preMoat th« prograwi ar« of two kinds
knovn as Section \ wnd sootlan B« Soctlon A ! a Latln-oodorn
laogua^e progr^a aud 9tutd«nts bogin tho study of Oro«lc in tha Fourth
olaat axid oany It on through th« First clasa* Saotlon A* Is alto a
LatliMBOten linisuaga program bat uo sta^ of Sraok ia eit2ier roqulred
or elactod during th« aotlra eourao. soetlon B ia a nathanatioa-
seianoo program In vhloh tiM pt^ila aiaady naithor Latin nor Graalc but
dsToto iQuoh tint to modam l«i£Bftgaa« nathmfttioa, and aelazioa. Tha
baooalaureata my be eainad l(r working in aithar aaetion, that in
lettara and tliat In aoiattaaa ara aaaiiaad to ba ascaotly on a par*
A orimt raama of tha mtarial taught in the diffarant aubjacta
in aach olaaa of a aaoondaiy aohool in Franoa ia aa folloirai
French •»'>21 lu^ura in Sootion A| l^j houra in Seotion B, In«
ftruotlon In t}>a langwga ia thorough* In the first threa olaataa
tha progrtqsi la oloarly pr^raaalTS and includaa the rocabularyt grammarc
oral and writton o(B^aitiaa« and ro&ding of aalaetiona fron tha beat
authora* In the laat S olaaaaa there ia snaoh eoaipoaitlon^ analyaia of
tha diffarant foraa of coiagpoaitiaa* a atudy of tha hiatory of ^ Franeh
language and litarature. and explanation of the texts* Tha teaohw
is adviaad to lay out a 3-year program for tha Third^ Seconds and
Firat claaaea* irtiioh will include literature illuatrutiTo of tha
Middle Agaa and tha m, X7III, and XIX oanturiea.
Latin*—SI houra in Seotion A, 38^ hoiurs in Seotion A«« Tha
atiidy of iatin eactanda t^iroughout the full 7 years* Tha firat 3 yaara
are darvotad largely to acquiring a vooabulajrv, learning the prinoiplea
of graiMiisr and to tha raatUng of eaaiar tSESta* The inatruotions to
tha taaehars are that liy oloaa of the Fourth claaa the p^pil muat
hate a good fooabulary* tlia naln prinoiplea of grawnar and be able to
tranalate wltiiout constant raoourse to a diotionary or a graanar* In
tha following tiuraa yaara a doean or mora authora are atudiad^ in*
eluding Virgil^ Uoraoa* Taeitus^ Cicero^ and Caaaar* The pupil ia smda
aoqueinted with the life and idaala of Racial ita hiatory^ and tha
hiatory of ita literature* Latin in tha Philoaophy olaaa Includaa a
atu^ of Saaaaoa (extraota fron tiie letters to Luelliua and froc ttia
Treatiaas an Korala*)
Qraiak »*«^aginning with tha Fourth class and giring a total of
14 hours in Seotion A, xha laat year of the oourse in Creak ineludaa
graBaar« tha history of tha literatiira« and a stu^F ^ tazta as
Sophoclea aud ^uripidea*

History.— l&j^ hours in both Motions* Tbs stuc^ of histoiy is
dividers l)y classes as foUotrst
Sixth * Aneisot history« Izxiluding Bsgfptisn^ BrnJarm, snd Orssk.
Fifth • i^mma. History to Pall of th« Wsstom Smpirs*
Fourth • Siiropo and Frsstos to tho Hundred Tears v/ar.
Third • Burope and Franoo— XIV, X?, sxid X7Z Centuries*
Secwnd * Burope nxiA Pranoe*->t^ X?ZI and XVII I Centuries*
First * CauUs^im'ary histoyy to the XIX Century*
History md geocrap)^ are ccNtabined and both are given for ^
hours in ^te elasses in Philosophy sod Mathsnatios* They include a
oareful stu^ of the histoxy of Franea sinee the Rerolution of 1848,
and of French institutions and {goveruiasoti the eocmonde seegn^liQr of
the world and a general riev of the great eoonomie nations*
Oeosraphy—6 hours ••^Geograpl^ is tatight for axm hour each in
all oTasMSt^ to those in Philosoptiy snd IfiathsnatioSy idiere it is
eonbined with histoxy as stated above* Ihe outline for the alasses
is as follotrsi
SirUi • ffenaral geography and that af ^Nneriea and Australia*
Fifth * Asia and its islands, and Afrioa*
Fourth - Franee snd her colonies*
Third • Surope, with special attention to Oerasagr ftnd Great Britain*
Second • Physical and econrsaio f?eograp!ty, anthropole{]y«
First •* Frsnee and its contributions*
liodem laagusge*—20 lioxirs in Seetien A| S2 hours in Section B*
The study of mm or siore nodern languages is continued throt^hout ^e
7 years of the course* The first S years are glTsn to acqfuirlng a
oeabulary and learning the principles of the grsssMur, liuoh attention
is paid to correct progounoiation and tlui practical use of the language*
In the next S classes the stud^ of grasnar is continued but the prineipel
stress is laid on oral and written eoiniwsiticn, reading of selected
au^iors and 1^ history of the language and literature* In the VbH^tagiiff
and HathatBfttios classes the principal aovenests and ideas of the country
in tdiioh iSm language is used are studied*
tflie first classes the p^ll learns fractions, sitqpie interest, equations
of the first degree, aliquot parts, sqiuare root and ths sioplsr prin-
ciples of plane gscnetry* In the next S classes there is scsie additional
work in arithnstic but the oain study i* gi^sn to algebra insluding
•fuaticns of the second degree, roots, progressions, logsrltiaBB, and to
plane snd solid gaonetiy. In the ISathaaatics class, the student girss
Hi hours for that year and studies trigonssMtry, descriptive gecDStry,
cosstography and statics* In the Fhilosopl^ class the student gives only
8 hours a week to nathmatics*
Satural Soiences»'—1?^ hours In Section A, snd tl hours in Section
B* His stw!^ of natural sci^mces is carried era throughout the 7 years
of the course* Roughly, it is distributed ty classes as fcllowsi
rr
4Sixth • Zoology, ths hown r«0«« Tet«br«tt«s«
Fifth - Zoology and botftx^.
Fourth - <r«\«fml fioolegy*
nilrd • Anatoqgr j^alology of hmma l>eln{;fl«
SMoai • Piicrsioa imd ohMoistry deroted laoctly to tho itu^y of hMt,
and the olooittita*
Flret • A study or light and olocU'loiV ^ tA^uioa, and of tho
tmtmlt in olist&istry*
Ths ola«80t in Philosophy saA MutiMnsties study periodic monments
and eleetrleity in piQrsios, SAd continue tiw studty of ohsmistry to include
the <<^eral lami of ehSBieal emMnBitiony and the prinelples of orgsnio
ch€Riifitary« stiM^ Also tbs pi^siology and sr.atoEay of anlaal and pl«it
life« the general eharaeteristios of liring orguiisBis^ and the erolution
of lirinrr, beings •
Art»»'«The progreiftS call for cnMH4ialf }iour ccwaon to both Secticos
in the liilrdi end one^hslf hour each in the "leoor.d and First, eleetirs
tor Section h end required for Secticm B» Oeonetrioal drsaring is tau^xt
in ooQxneoticin with mttMnatics in the liathsnaties class*
Instruetlctti does not in an^ wt;:/ deal with the history or nooen**
olature of art but with a direct study and analysis of the aost expres-
slTS works of the great artists*
Third • The Renalseanoa*
Second - !lie XVII and XVIII Centuries*
First • The XIX Century*
The taiiTorsities of i^ranoo grant the following listed bacoalauraatest
(1) The baconlaureate <m droit (in Issr) to those that iymrm
the Wccalaureate of eeeosMlary education^ sttidy Issr in
a unlTsrsity for two years, and pass two sacssslnatlant
(written and oral)*
(2) The baccalauireat en theologie eatboligae (in Catholic
theolo^) to holders of! the i>aooalaureate of secondary
•dueatian (in letters) that have givwn two years of
universilgr study to phlloMpkgf sad oat year to theologr*
(S) The baccalaureat of theolosio proteatante ( in Protestant
theoiogy) to holders of the baccalaureate of seeondary
eduoAtion (in letters) that have given four years of
stufy tlieology. Granted by the Ibiivvrsity of Strasbourg*
(4) Pie baooalaureat of theoloey protestsnte (in Protestant
tiJeology) after throe years or stu<i^ beyond the baooa*
laureate of seeondary edueatiott (in letters)* OranteA
V the Free Paeulty of Protestant TheolOQr of Hon^llier*

Lican » mmm
(Lio«ne« lattres)
Tbm lieeoee o» lattrea (lio«aM in letters) it grftnted a
fMtdty of letters in a uaiy«rtit^« to a student i^ holds the bao-
eaXaureate of seeondary eduimticKi or its equivalenty has attended the
miTersity for at least four sMUjestarG, and has been granted four
oertifiea.tes of higher studies (certifieates etudes superlem-es) •
The oertificates of liigher studies in letters are of tvo kinds i Tl.cse
that are lieenses for teaohing in seoondaxy sohools, granted all
tiw faculties I and those nf free hitter studies* the nvMber and nAture
of whioh ^rary in the different faculties* A oertifioate of higher
studies loay be granted after on* eweiter of stud^ to any student*
without regard to n&tiOKiAlity or previous training, who passes the
written and oral earswinations. In case « student I«s not preMoited the
beeeelanreate of secondary eduoatioi- or its equiYalent for a<Missiasi*
he ciey ^ ':iven not r^ore than tliree oertifieetes of higher studies and
thus is prevented froa attaining the liosnse in lottem*
An «Mg^le of the kind of oourse required for a certifioate of
hi^aer studies is t}iat for U^e eortifioate of higher studies in philos*
qpby offered the UniversiV ^ Pcuris* The subjects aret general
histozy of philMOpligri pqrobolofgri general philoeopi^ and logic i and
aorals and sociology, (These be credited toward a lieenee to teach
in secondary schools*) In addition* there are the liistory of aneient
philosopliyi history of oodem i^losophyi liistory of philosophy in its
relation to the ecieoeesi sociologyi esthetics and science of artt and
the eeience of edxxation*
Tbe Tftilvoraity of Paris ^Ters oertificates of higher studies
in philosopbiy'* letters* history* eaosra|pl|y* and In each of the Eiodem
iaacaagesi Qenian* English* Arabic* Spanish* Italian* and Russian.
The other universities of Prance offer thasi in various subjects •
It
'
6In attaining the licosise In X«tt«re, oiie of tha four cortlfloat«t
of higiMr studies G»y t>« i*^lAO«d 'a^ aay ob« oi' tos 12 or mors dlploM
or cortifio&tot of o^lTslsnt value issued 1^ the xmiv^arsitles of Frenoe*
Foraign stuiants offer degrees or diploasas oamed in the eountries
froB iri!xioh thiQf <MeMi« for not nore tfattn two of the oertifieates of
lli^r studies
«
(L« ARroRatimi)
In prineiple the professors in ^le lyeees for txsys should haw
the title of agr€^ » The agre^^tlnn is a hii5hly speoiallBod ooiapetitiTe
eMKcdnetion in sane erne of the folloelnf; subjeotsi Philosop}^, letters^
gMm»r, history and geograpl^, isodorn lan^i^<;es (Bn2;lishj| GersDen^
Spuiiili^ Italian or Arabio)^ matheDatios, ph^sies and ohSBnistxy, end
natoral sciences • Preparation for the eaeHoination requires maqy years
of hard study. The oandidates snut zaeet written and oral tests of a rw^
hig)i level. Tliey sliould ivvro aequired as preliminaries a lioenee for
teeohins (Moenoi» d* ensei|gcwB!i8nt)l/ and titui diploEMi of hi(^er studios
(DiplcK^ d* etudes si^rieuroa)^ They »'>ould also Iiave had pedagogie
]^r^^aratiQa giTon boUi theorotically and ^ a professioenal anprentioe-
ship of at least three we^to in e lyoee*
l/ The lieanoe d* enaeigaaiaeat (license for teaching in secondary
sehools is olitained In BU&!h &e saE»e way as the lioeaoee ee letiree
(license in letters) escoept that the aspimts are su'b^ee^ed to a
strioter regisie of stu<ty« Ihey sntst take out four oertifieates of
higher studies in a;y one of four groves of subjeots as felloes
i
A« Philosopi^t (1) G<meral histoiy of philosopliyj (2) ps|yohologyi
(3) logic end gsii«ral philosof^iyt (4) norals end sociology*
B. Letterst (1) Or<»ek studiesi (8) Latin studiesj (s) Freaeh
literatiarei (4) grsssaar end philology,
C* History* (1) anoieut history j (S) history of the Middle A^eti
(S) BOdem and eontemporary hletoryi (4) geognq^*
I!^.em languages I (1) elassicai literary studies i (2) foreign
literatures (3) philosophy i (4) praccical studies*
dinloraa £* etudes stiperieiures (diploeei of superior studies) is
out any one of Tour groups of studiesi philosopl^* history
«

•ad gBo^ph^-, tb« oU.3«lo&l l«ncuKg«8« nod«m toviga, lOTtgcme—
»
So ean<SitlaD sf tltl«* or imtionality is lapoMd on th« o«Ddidat«t«
Th«y nMd 1)6 only mtrleolAtad tud«nt8« Thm OTwmination yarl«« accord*
ing to the xAturo of the dlplona. Xt alvoys oanpricco a public diceuioion
of a vTlttcn aaaolr on utMM aal>Jaot agrootl ^ tlic i^aculV^ ^^-^
«qplanfitiaa of t03ct»«
Slnoo the abrogation do onooisnPOPt socondairo dos jciaaoi filloo
(agfogation for fooondary inotrtioti<m of girls) is becaaiiig y^xy^ sioilar
to that for bo^'S^ it ia xxmocosaary to giva a spociul acoount of it*
Opiniont diffar sroatly as to the relative trorth of the baooalaureate
«ldok JBHrka the octapletiota of the eecondaiy school in Fraziee end the
diplOBsa of graduation from a senior i^h school in t!ie United States*
ScsM of the oolleges and universities in the Dtaited States grant the
holder of the baeoalaoreate adaissioa to tiie juni(»r year* The Bureau
of SduaatioQ has adoyrted no fixed rule but handles on its ii^dividusl
Ksrits each case prasesited to it* Zfc has in no case advised tiiat the
holder of Him baeoalaoreate be given stsziding higiier than an adDission
to the sgphOBwre year*
fw the baeoalaureefte in Iser^ Catiiolio theology « end Protestant
%li»0lasr« students sssy be credited^ r^^^irne for oouree« for the work
tiMqr ^ t£*^ idivuraities of France. Tlie Mse policy nay properly
be pursued for tlie license in letterc*
ThQ hold^v of the agre^ should be prepared do C'>^ graduate
vork in a universil^ in lAie United States*
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